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Publishable executive summary 

The consumption of fresh and chilled meat and fish products within the EC is 

tremendously growing, whereas food safety and control are of great concern for the 

whole consumer community. Therefore, the reinforcement of confidence in meat and 

fish products, especially regarding cold-chain aspects, is of high priority for all those 

involved in food manufacturing, trade, logistics and distribution. 

The freshness of chilled/fresh fish and meat food products is mostly related to the 

temperature conditions during transport and storage. Too high temperatures are the 

most common causes of spoilage along the supply chain. It is therefore of an utmost 

importance to ensure the continuity of the cold chain, specially after the EC 

Regulation 178/2002/EEC on General Food law requiring traceability at all stages of 

the food chain, came into force on 1st January 2005.  

In order to take an integrated and proactive approach to overcome the problem of the 

lack of traceability throughout the cold chain, the project FRESHLABEL enables 

traceability in the cold chain of fresh chilled meat and fish products by means of 

tailor-made Time/Temperature Indicators (TTI). TTIs are inexpensive, active “smart 

labels” that can show an easily 

measurable, time-temperature 

dependent change that reflects the 

full or partial temperature history of a 

food product to which it is attached. 

The primary objective of 

FRESHLABEL was to develop tailor-

made TTIs for specific fish and meat products in the European fish and meat 

industries. The indicators were tailored to the shelf-life and optimum storage 

conditions of the products they are designed to monitor. 

The IAGs (Industrial Associations or Groupings) in FRESHLABEL play a key role as 

they are an important source of input/feedback throughout the whole development of 

the TTIs. They have access to a large number of SMEs (Small and Medium size 

Enterprises), which are their members. They are responsible for disseminating the 

project results and enhancing the TTI application among their members. 

The SMEs participating in the project are forming the so-called core group. They 

comprise both producers of fresh and chilled fish and meat products as well as a TTI 
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technology provider. A well-balanced group of SMEs has been achieved, combining 

expertise in the different fields involved in the development of TTIs. They have a very 

important function supporting the RTDs with their practical experience. 

The RTDs were responsible for carrying out microbiological and sensory tests under 

several temperature conditions for eight different products. The deterioration in 

freshness of the investigated products was correlated with the TTI colour decay. The 

RTDs participating in FRESHLABEL have the complementary competences and 

proven expertise necessary for carrying out the required tasks in the project. 

A short profile of the different organisations involved in this project can be found at 

the project website under www.freshlabel.net. The overall project management is 

responsibility of the Project coordinator, which is TTZ Bremerhaven (www.ttz-

bremerhaven.de, contact person: Dr. Yee Hilz: yhilz@ttz-bremerhaven.de). 

 

Within the 3 years of the project, all workpackages were completed. Workpackage 1 

comprised the collection of relevant information, which allowed the definition of the 

technological requirements for the development of tailor-made TTIs. The work was 

done by collecting developed questionnaires and information from the partners, 

based on extensive research carried out by them. The freshness parameters for the 

development of TTIs for the selected products were defined in workpackage 2. 

Subsequently the storage tests under different temperature conditions were carried 

out. The results obtained from the storage tests were the basis for the modelling of 

the time-temperature dependence of workpackage 3. Workpackage 3 comprised the 

optimisation and production of FRESHLABEL TTIs. The work was done by analysing 

the kinetic of the different TTI-types and to model the influence of the charging time. 

Training activities, as described in workpackage 4 were performed. The IAGs 

organized several training workshops, addressing the majority of their members. 

Different dissemination activities were carried out within workpackage 5, resulting in 

European wide dissemination of the project results.  
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Section 1 – Project objectives and major achievemen ts  

 
1. General project objectives 

The main objective of FRESHLABEL is to develop tailor-made time temperature 

systems for the application within the European meat and fish industries. The 

indicators are now tailored to the shelf-life and optimum storage conditions of the 

products they are designed to monitor.  

Earlier TTI systems mainly focused on homogeneous products. In order to apply 

these TTIs on a routine basis to various kinds of fresh food products, i.e., non-

homogeneous matter, the TTI system required further development, specific 

optimisation and adjustment as the critical temperature and the critical time point for 

colour change depends on various requirements of the specific products. The 

FRESHLABEL project applied the FreshPoint OnVuTM TTI system to specific 

selected fresh fish and meat products within the European food industry. The IAGs 

and SMEs were encouraged throughout the project in the TTI use and application. 

The optimized TTIs are a proactive approach to overcome the problem of lack of 

traceability throughout the cold chain, as required in the EC Regulation 178/2002/EC 

which came into force in January 2005. 

 

2. Major achievements 

During the 3 years of the FRESHLABEL project, the project objectives were fully 

achieved. After 3 years extensive research work, the FRESHLABEL TTIs are now 

ready to be introduced to the industry. First efforts in this direction were already 

made within different workshops organized by each IAGs in several European 

countries. All SME partners of this project have the possibility to use the TTIs, which 

are especially tailored to their products. The industrial members of the IAGs are all 

informed about the use of TTIs and contacts are made for the application of TTIs to 

their products. In summery, the FRESHLABEL project was successful in the 

development and optimization of TTIs, enabling the generalised introduction of TTIs 

in key sectors of the European meat and fish industry. The use of these TTIs will 

increase the commercial image of fresh fish and meat products, leading in turn to 

increased consumer confidence in product quality and safety and thus to an 

increased market demand for these products. 
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Section 2 – Workpackage progress during the 3 years  

Workpackage 1 – Definition of Technological Require ments 

 

The following table shows the amount of personnel resources planned for this 

workpackage per participant and the amount used: 

Table 1: Amount of personnel resources of workpackage 1 

Work Package 1: Definition of the technological req uirements  
Person -Month Table per Partner  
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Used 21 1 0,5 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 0,5 1,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 1 1 1 4,25 

Planned  21 1 0,5 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 0,5 1,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 1 1 1 4,25 

 

2.1.1. Workpackage objectives and starting point of  work at the beginning of 

the reporting period 

The objective of this workpackage was to compile all relevant information to define 

the technological requirements for the development of tailor-made TTIs. The 

outcome of this workpackage was the theoretical design of the TTIs required for the 

given products.  

 

2.1.2. Progress towards objectives  

Task 1 – Definition of requirements according to pr oduct specifications by the 

IAGs and the core group of SMEs 

The main aim of this task was to gather as much information as possible in order to 

be able to draw an overall picture of the meat and fish products in the different 

countries involved in the project. For this purpose, a target orientated questionnaire 

was developed by TTZ with the support of all the partners (see Annex 1). The study 

was focused on the Small and Medium-sized Enterprises’ products in conjunction 

with the SMEs’ attitudes and opinions towards TTIs. 

The developed questionnaire was sent by the IAGs and RTD performers comprising 

the project consortium to a large number of SMEs within the fish and meat industry. 

The questionnaire was translated from English into Spanish, Greek and German. 
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The developed questionnaire included the following topics: 

- General company data 

- Exports 

- Company’s products 

- Most demanded products 

- Product weight 

- Type of packaging 

- Shelf-life and storage temperatures 

- Knowledge and attitudes towards the use of TTIs 

A very important issue regarding the attitudes towards TTIs is the willingness of 

SMEs to use TTIs in their products for the traceability of the cold chain. As it can be 

seen in Figure 1, according to the performed study there is a large percentage of 

SMEs very willing, willing or quite willing to use TTIs in their products as a traceability 

tool. 

 

Figure 1: Attitude of SMEs forwards the use of TTIs for their products 

 

On the other hand, a crucial criteria to take into account when developing TTIs, is the 

price of a single unit. The findings of the study show that a maximum price of 0,10€ 

per TTI should be set according to the opinion of the SMEs taking part in the study. 
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Figure 2: Willingness of SMEs to use TTIs based on their costs per unit 

 

The conclusions of this task can be summarized as follows: 

- A large percentage of respondents (75%) knew about TTIs. 

- None of them had practical experience with them. 

- Many like the system and find it easy to understand. 

- The willingness to use the TTIs in their products for the traceability of the cold 

chain is also quite high (31% willing and 31% quite willing). 

- The SMEs are sceptic about the adequate performance of the system. 

- The SMEs show concern about the responsibility issue at all the different 

stages throughout the cold chain, being necessary to set rules and establish 

direct responsibilities. 

- A strong collaboration between producer and distributor is considered to be 

necessary to implement the system. 

- Incomplete or lack of information is observed among the respondents. 

- Dissemination activities where practical aspects of the system and questions 

related to them can be discussed and clarified, like workshops, seminars, etc. 

are identified as key tools in order to increase the level of acceptance and 

knowledge on TTIs. 

A comprehensive analysis of the findings of the performed study can be found in 

Deliverable 1 “Comprehensive report on the properties of meat and fish products 

taken as case examples” (see Annex 2).  
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The collected information within this task was further used in conjunction with the 

findings of the additional tasks performed within this workpackage, to define the 

requirements of the FRESHLABEL TTIs. 

 

Task 2 – Economic feasibility of TTI application 

The objective of this task was to support the definition of the upper price limit per unit 

of TTI. The use and acceptance of the TTIs depends, to a great extent, on the 

consumers’ attitudes towards this type of intelligent packaging. For the later market 

acceptance it is essential that the consumer acceptance is already considered during 

the development phase. For this purpose, TTZ prepared a consumer questionnaire 

(see Annex 3) including the following topics: 

- General demographic data 

- Previous knowledge on TTIs 

- Explanation of what a TTI is and consumer attitudes towards its use 

The study was performed by recruiting consumers at the entrance of supermarkets 

as well as by distributing questionnaires via email to consumers from different 

European countries. The results have been compiled in Deliverable 2 “Report on 

consumer survey” (see Annex 4) 

As it can be seen in Figure 3, a great majority of the consumers taking part in the 

study, would be willing to buy food products labelled with TTIs to visually check 

whether the products are in fresh conditions. 

 

Figure 3: General willingness of consumers to buy products labelled with TTIs 
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One of the main aspects in terms of TTI acceptance is the cost they add to the 

product. Seven different prices for a TTI unit were proposed, as was previously done 

for deliverable 1 in the questionnaire prepared for the SMEs. The results can be seen 

in Figure 4, which show a higher upper price limit than that showed by the SMES. 

 

Figure 4: Willingness of consumer to buy TTI labelled products based on their costs 

 

The conclusions of the performed study are summarized as follows: 

- A majority of consumers is favourable towards the use of TTIs 

- 25% of the respondents knew about TTIs, which shows that although there is 

still much to do regarding consumer education on the topic, the system starts 

to be known among consumers 

- Although consumer acceptance in terms of TTI costs is higher than that of 

meat and fish producers, specially at costs levels greater than 0,10€, a 

compromise has to be made and an upper price limit of 0,10€ for a TTI unit is 

therefore established. 

- It is necessary to educate consumers on the benefits of intelligent packaging. 

TTIs will be more valued when consumers understand the dependability 

between them and food spoilage. 

In order to complete the study, the partner FRESH provided estimated production 

costs for the TTIs taking into consideration the upper price limit set as a result of 

Deliverables 1 and 2. As indicated in deliverable 3 (See Annex 5), considering all the 
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facts and different opinions from the interested parties, with respect to the economic 

implications of the production and implementation of TTIs in the food market, the 

successful introduction of TTI systems is economically feasible, in theory. The 

envisaged production costs are well below 0,10€, depending on the order size, and 

therefore the prices per unit are within the economic restrictions imposed by 

producers, retailers and consumers. 

 

Task 3 – Regulations and legal aspects at European level 

Another important aspect for the definition of TTIs was to consider the related 

relevant European legislation. The aim of this task was to compile legislation related 

to the traceability of the cold chain during transport and storage of fresh food 

products both at a European and National level. 

TTZ carried out this task with the input from the RTDs and IAGs comprising the 

consortium. The output of this task has been compiled in Deliverable 4 “Catalogue 

actual and expected European legislation on the traceability of the cold chain” (see 

Annex 6), which constitutes the legal framework for the development of TTIs. 

The legislation considered includes general food legislation, traceability legislation on 

food products and cold chain, as well as other directives and regulations related to 

traceability, and food packaging legislation. The national legislation related to 

traceability has also been taken into consideration and included in Deliverable 4. 

 

Task 4 – Definition of TTI characteristics by the R TDs and technology providing 

SMEs 

The aim of this task was to assess all the collected information in the previous tasks 

and define the theoretical design of the FRESHLABEL TTIs.  

The findings according to the study performed in Task 1 show that most of the fresh 

and chilled fish and meat products are to be stored between a temperature range of 

0 and 7°C. The recommended storage conditions must be followed in order to ensure 

that the products are going to be in good conditions until the expiration date. If the 

temperature conditions are abused then the shelf-life will decrease accordingly. 

For the above reasons, the materials used for the TTIs are able to be stored at least 

between a temperature range of 0 and 25°C if we hav e to consider different possible 

scenarios of temperature abuse. It was also necessary that the TTIs are easily 

adapted to different types of products, i.e. different shelf lives. 
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The research and development performed by the technology providing SME partner 

FRESH in the field of TTIs followed a step by step evolution. As it can be seen in 

Figure 5 the materials and designs used have evolved hand in hand with the 

technology development. 

 

   

  

Figure 5: Evolution of TTI technology as provided by FRESHPOINT 

 

The project started off with the so-called fifth generation of OnVuTM TTIs. The TTIs 

were further developed, adapted to the different products investigated in the project, 

and optimised during the 3 years project duration. Figure 6 shows a TTI before and 

after activation with UV light. The TTIs will be tailor made to the specific product they 

are planned to monitor by correlating the colour decay to the freshness decay of the 

product.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: A1 OnVu™ TTI before (right) and after (left) activation (365 nm) 
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The specific microcrystals comprising the heart of the TTIs are activated with a UV 

light source. The heart turns to dark blue once it has been activated. Through this 

initiation process and internal clock is triggered, reverting slowly to the original colour 

of the microcrystals. Dark blue means very fresh, light blue means still fresh and 

white means that the food shelf-life has expired. The charging time has to be 

adjusted to the specific product shelf-life and storage temperature conditions. The 

rate of colour decay will increase with temperature according to Arrhenius equation, 

and therefore a colour scale like the example in Figure 7 will have to be developed 

for each product and correlated to its freshness in order to be able to visually check 

the product freshness at any time. As it can be seen in Figure 7 higher temperatures 

show a faster lightening process. 

 

Figure 7: Simulation of the colour decay of the OnVu TTIs 

 

The SME FRESH has compiled information on production techniques for the TTIs in 

Deliverable 5 “Report on the envisaged production techniques and technologies for 

the FRESHLABEL TTIs” (See Annex 7). 

When designing the production of the above mentioned TTIs, the goal was to 

develop pigment based inks that are composed of conventional ink resins and TTI 

pigments that yield a stable ink formulation and that allow the printing of the labels in 

just any low-end label producing company. Therefore, the most suitable printing 

technology identified to focus on is Flexography (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Flexography printing and label production 

 

In the 3 years, partner FRESH has mainly focused on pigment ink technology based 

on Flexography. Using these inks they are able to print on a large variety of 

substrates that are relevant to the food industry, such as different kinds of label 

substrates and directly on packages.  
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2.1.4. List of Deliverables for workpackage 1 
 
Table 2:  List of Deliverables for workpackage 1 
 

Work  
package 

Del. 
No. Deliverable Delivery  

date  

1 

D 01 Comprehensive report on the properties of the meat and fish products taken 
as case examples 

March 2006 

D 02 Report on consumer survey May 2006 
D 03 Report on the economic feasibility of the application of FRESHLABEL TTIs August 2006 
D 04 Catalogue actual and expected European legislation on the traceability of 

the cold chain 
April 2006 

D 05 Report on the envisaged production techniques and technologies for the 
FRESHLABEL TTIs 

August 2006 

 
 

2.1.5. List of Milestones for workpackage 1 
 
Table 3:  List of Milestones for workpackage 1 
 

Work  
package 

Del. 
No. Deliverable Delivery  

date 

1 
M 01 Economic feasibility of the FRESHLABEL TTI application August 2006 
M 02 Theoretical design of FRESHLABEL TTIs completed August 2006 
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Workpackage 2 – Correlation of the empirical temper ature models 

The following table shows the amount of personnel resources planned for this 

workpackage per participant and the amount used  

 

Table 4:  Amount of personnel resources of workpackage 2 

Work Package 2: Correlation of the empirical temper ature models 

Person-Month Table per Partner 
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Used 130,56 1 1 1 1 1.5 1.3 1 1 5 3 3 6.75 3 3 3 1 3 28 28 17 18 

Planned  127 1 1 1 1 1,5 1,5 1 1 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 28 28 17 18 

 

2.2.1. Workpackage objectives  

The objective of this work package was the characterisation of the time-temperature 

behaviour of different meat and fish products and the TTI labels.  

The most important requirement for a TTI label in order to qualify as a meaningful 

food label is the accurate reflection of changes in food freshness with the TTI colour 

changes at all relevant temperatures. Therefore, accurate data of the spoilage 

mechanism of the specific food product and its relation to the discoloration process of 

the TTI is of highest relevance. 

 

2.2.2. Progress towards objective 

 
Task 5: Definition of the theoretic parameters to c haracterise the spoilage of 

meat and fish under different temperature condition s 

The aim of this task was the selection the products, which were investigated during 

the project. The most important reactions governing the quality loss of each product 

was determined. 

A total of eight fish and meat products were investigated during the project, as shown 

as follows:  
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Red Herrings Salad

Raw tuna loins vacuum packed 

Beef fillet steak 
Fresh gilthead seabream fillet 

air packed and MAP 

Marinated salmon trout cuts in MAP 

Fresh salmon fillets vacuum packed 

Cold smoked salmon slices

Cooked ham thin sliced 

 

Figure 9: Products chosen for testing 
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Each of the food producing SMEs provided information on the different lab tests 

routinely performed for each of the products. The RTDs assessed the obtained 

information and carried out a literature research. Subsequently a list with the most 

significant parameters characterizing the loss of freshness for each specific product 

was prepared. All the identified parameters were verified with preliminary tests for 

each of the products and the most relevant at the selected temperatures were 

chosen. As a result of it, Deliverable 6 “List of parameters to characterize specific 

profiles for the freshness lost in different kinds of fresh and processed fish and meat 

products” was prepared (Annex 8). Table 5 summarizes the selected microbiological, 

physical, chemical and sensory parameters.  

 

Table 5:  List of parameters investigated for each product during storage tests 

Product Name Parameter 

Fresh seabream fillets air packed and MAP 

Total plate count 

Pseudomonas 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

pH 

Colour 

Texture 

Sensory 

Temperature 

Raw tuna loins vacuum packed 

Total plate count 

Pseudomonas 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

pH 

Colour 

Texture 

Sensory 

TBARS 

Temperature 
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Product Name Parameter 

Red herring salad 

Total plate count 

Yeast 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

pH 

Odour 

Colour 

Flavour 

Texture 

Quality characteristics 

Temperature 

Fresh salmon fillets vacuum packed 

Total plate count 

Yeast 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

pH 

TVB-N 

Odour 

Colour 

Flavour 

Texture 

Quality characteristics 

Temperature 

Cooked ham MAP 

Total plate count 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

pH 

Texture 

Colour 

Odour 

Temperature 
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Product Name Parameter 

Beef fillet MAP 

Total plate count 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

Pseudomonas 

pH 

Sensory evaluation 

Temperature 

Cold smoked salmon slices vacuum packed 

Psychrophilic bacteria 

Enterobacteriaceae 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

pH 

Intensity of aroma 

Freshness of aroma 

Intensity of hydrogen sulphide odour 

Intensity of possible off odour 

Redness of colour 

Brightness of colour 

Darkness of edges 

Cohesiveness of slices 

Temperature 

Marinated salmon trout cuts MAP 

Psychrophilic bacteria 

Enterobacteriaceae 

Lactic Acid Bacteria 

pH 

Intensity of dill aroma 

Intensity of lemon aroma 

Intensity of pepper aroma 

Freshness of aroma 

Intensity of hydrogen 

Intensity of possible off-odour (other than 

H2S) 

Thickness of marinade 

Temperature 
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All the above listed parameters were investigated during the storage tests performed 

in Task 6. 

 

Task 6: Investigation of the shelf-life of meat and  fish products under different 

temperature conditions 

The aim of this task was to investigate the different chosen freshness parameters for 

each product as a function of time and temperature. 

Modelling the shelf-life time-temperature behaviour of fish and meat products is an 

essential pre-requisite for the use of TTIs. When analysing the time-temperature 

behaviour of meat and fish spoilage shelf-life studies are necessary. For this purpose 

storage tests at four different fixed temperatures ranging from 0 to 15°C as well as at 

one variable temperature were performed for each product.  

The storage tests have been specifically designed for each of the selected products. 

These tests vary in time, depending on the shelf-life of the product at each chosen 

temperature. According to the storage temperature, samples were taken after 

appropriate time intervals and each of the identified freshness parameters was 

investigated. Therefore, samples were taken every few hours at high storage 

temperatures and every few days at low storage temperatures. The temperature was 

continuously monitored by means of data loggers at five minutes intervals (Figure 

10).  

 

 

Figure 10: Data loggers used in this study 

 

The data loggers have an accuracy of ± 0.1 °C and a re kept in close proximity of the 

samples. Growth of different spoilage bacteria such as total plate count and lactic 

acid bacteria was monitored at different temperature conditions. 
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The responsible partners for this task were the RTDs and all the food producing 

SMEs. The latter had to prepare and organize the sending of the samples in 

coordination with the time schedule given by the RTDs. The samples arrived in best 

possible conditions for the studies performed. 

It must also be noted that the product sea bream was investigated under air packed 

and MAP conditions, which imply double amount of work. The product behaviour 

under different types of packaging varies to a great extent. Consequently it was 

decided to perform this study at least with one of the products to show the relevancy 

of not only the selected specific products but also of the type of packaging. 

 

 

Figure 11: Data loggers are placed close to samples during storage test 

The results obtained from the storage tests for the 8 products tested, shown in the 

following tables (Table 6 – Table 15), are presented in detail in Deliverable 8 “Internal 

report about the results of the time measurement characterising the freshness lost of 

meat and fish products under different temperature conditions” (see Annex 10). The 

shelf-life of each product is presented in days.  

Table 6:   Shelf-life (days) of MAP cooked ham evaluated by different parameters 

Temperature (°C)  Shelf -life  evaluated 

by Total Viable 

Count (log 7/g) 

Shelf -life  evaluated 

by lactic acid 

bacteria (log 6.5/g) 

Shelf -life  evaluated 

by Sensory-index 

2 530 507 640 

7 273 280 440 

10 162 150 355 

15 95 87 108 
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Table 7:  Shelf-life (days) of MAP beef fillet evaluated by different parameters 

*ND = shelf-life microbiological limit not reached or abnormal microbial growth fluctuation 

 

Table 8:  Shelf-life (days) of cold smoked salmon slices evaluated by different 

parameters 

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life   

0.6  Psychrophilic bacteria ND 

 Lactic acid bacteria ND 

 Enterobacteriaceae ND 

 Overall sensory quality 41.1 

   

4.0 Psychrophilic bacteria ND 

 Lactic acid bacteria ND 

 Enterobacteriaceae  ND 

 Overall sensory quality 28.7 

   

5.3 (var.) Psychrophilic bacteria 45 

 Lactic acid bacteria 27.6 

 Enterobacteriaceae  ND 

 Overall sensory quality 17.3 

   

8.4 Psychrophilic bacteria 34.5 

 Lactic acid bacteria 29.8 

 Enterobacteriaceae  ND 

 Overall sensory quality 21.7 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Shelf -life  

evaluated 

by Total 

Viable 

Count 

(cfu 6/g) 

Shelf -life  

evaluated 

by lactic 

acid 

bacteria 

(log 6/g) 

Shelf -life  

evaluated by 

Pseudomonas 

(log 6/g) 

Shelf -life  

evaluated by B. 

Thermosphacta 

(log 6/g) 

Shelf -life  

evaluated by 

Sensory-

index 

2 560 420 ND 700 290 

7 ND  190  ND ND  220 

10 60  78 79  65  101 

15 ND 79   48 ND  82 
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Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shel f-life   

11.9 Psychrophilic bacteria 27.4 

 Lactic acid bacteria 19.6 

 Enterobacteriaceae  13.7 

 Overall sensory quality 8.8 

* ND = Shelf-life limiting cut-off level not reached during the study 

 

Table 9:  Shelf-life (days) of marinated salmon trout cuts evaluated by different 

parameters  

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life  

0.2 Psychrophilic bacteria 17.7 

 Lactic acid bacteria 30.4 

 Enterobacteriaceae ND* 

 Overall sensory quality 27.5 

   

4.5 Psychrophilic bacteria 9.5 

 Lactic acid bacteria 16.6 

 Enterobacteriaceae  8.3 

 Overall sensory quality 20.2 

   

7.3 (var.) Psychrophilic bacteria 9.0 

 Lactic acid bacteria 15.9 

 Enterobacteriaceae  6.3 

 Overall sensory quality 16.5 

   

7.7 Psychrophilic bacteria 7.8 

 Lactic acid bacteria 15.2 

 Enterobacteriaceae  5.0 

 Overall sensory quality 15.8 

   

12.7 Psychrophilic bacteria 5.3 

 Lactic acid bacteria 9.4 

 Enterobacteriaceae  2.9 

 Overall sensory quality 9.6 

* ND = Shelf-life limiting cut-off level not reached during the study 
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Table 10:  Shelf-life (days) of herring salad evaluated by different parameters 

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life   

0 Total Vial count 20 

 Lactic acid bacteria 19 

 Yeast 20 

 Overall sensory quality 138.63 

   

4 Total Vial count ND 

 Lactic acid bacteria 47 

 Yeast ND 

 Overall sensory quality 47.09 

   

7 Total Vial count 14 

 Lactic acid bacteria 14 

 Yeast 14 

 Overall sensory quality 26.26 

   

15 Total Vial count 5 

 Lactic acid bacteria 4 

 Yeast 5 

 Overall sensory quality 13.71 

   

Variable Total Vial count 21 

 Lactic acid bacteria 21 

 Yeast 13 

 Overall sensory quality 42.83 
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Table 11:  Shelf-life (days) of fresh salmon vacuum packed evaluated by different 

parameters 

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life   

0 Total Vial count 6.25 

 Lactic acid bacteria  

 Yeast 7.1 

 Overall sensory quality 26.31 

 TVB-N 72.79 

   

4 Total Vial count 5.00 

 Lactic acid bacteria  

 Yeast 5.67 

 Overall sensory quality 11.77 

 TVB-N 35.82 

   

7 Total Vial count 2.78 

 Lactic acid bacteria  

 Yeast 3.13 

 Overall sensory quality 6.06 

 TVB-N 28.38 

   

15 Total Vial count 1.88 

 Lactic acid bacteria  

 Yeast 2.00 

 Overall sensory quality 4.59 

 TVB-N 8.73 

   

Variable Total Vial count 3,58 

 Lactic acid bacteria  

 Yeast 4.04 

 Overall sensory quality 8.28 

 TVB-N 45.31 
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Table 12: Shelf-life (days) of gilthead seabream fillets stored in MAP 20% CO2 at 0, 

5, 10 and 15°C evaluated by different parameters  

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life   

0 microbiological growth 12.7 

 Overall sensory quality 13.0 

   

5 microbiological growth 6.0 

 Overall sensory quality 5.9 

   

10 microbiological growth 5.2 

 Overall sensory quality 4.8 

   

15 microbiological growth 2.9 

 Overall sensory quality 3.0 

 

Table 13: Shelf -life (days) of gilthead seabream fillets stored in MAP 50% CO2 at 0, 

5, 10 and 15°C evaluated by different parameters 

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life   

0 microbiological growth 22.4 

 Overall sensory quality 22.8 

   

5 microbiological growth 8.7 

 Overall sensory quality 9.0 

   

10 microbiological growth 3.3 

 Overall sensory quality 3.9 

   

15 microbiological growth 2.1 

 Overall sensory quality 3.1 
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Table 14: Shelf -life (days) of gilthead seabream fillets stored in MAP 80% CO2 at 0, 

5, 10 and 15°C evaluated by different parameters 

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life   

0 microbiological growth 39.0 

 Overall sensory quality 40.6 

   

5 microbiological growth 11.2 

 Overall sensory quality 12.9 

   

10 microbiological growth 5.4 

 Overall sensory quality 5.6 

   

15 microbiological growth 4.4 

 Overall sensory quality 4.5 

 

Table 15: Shelf-life (days) of raw tuna loins evaluated by different parameters 

Temperature (°C)  Quality indicator  Shelf -life   

0 microbiological growth 21.8 

   

5 microbiological growth 11.3 

   

10 microbiological growth 6.0 

   

15 microbiological growth 2.0 

 
The results of the freshness parameters for each product were compiled in 

Deliverable 8 “Internal report of the time measurement characterizing the freshness 

lost of meat products under different temperature conditions” (see Annex 10).  
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Furthermore, separate tests with different types of TTIs under different temperature 

conditions were performed to assess the suitability of each type of TTIs for food 

application. Several TTI systems were available as prototypes and these were 

selected for testing:  

- CheckPoint® TTI , (VITSAB A.B., Malmö, Sweden) 

 

The CheckPoint® TTI, (VITSAB A.B., Malmö, Sweden) is an enzymatic system. 

The TTI is based on a colour change caused by a pH decrease which is the result 

of a controlled enzymatic hydrolysis of a lipid substrate (U.S. Patents 4,043,871 

and 4,284,719). Different combinations of enzyme-substrate types and 

concentrations can be used to give a variety of response lives and temperature 

dependencies. At activation, enzyme and substrate are mixed by mechanically 

breaking a separating barrier inside the TTI. Hydrolysis of the substrate (e.g., 

tricaproin) causes acid release (e.g., caproic acid) and the pH drop is translated in 

a colour change of a pH indicator from deep green to bright yellow or orange red. 

A visual scale of the colour change can facilitate visual recognition and evaluation 

of the colour change. The continuous colour change can also be measured 

instrumentally and be used in a shelf-life management scheme. 

 

- Fresh-Check ® TTI (Temptime Corp., Morris Plains, NJ, USA) 
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The Fresh-Check® TTI (Temptime Corp., Morris Plains, NJ, USA) is based on a solid 

state polymerization reaction (U. S. Patent, 3,999,946 and 4,228,126). The TTI 

function is based on the property of disubstituted diacetylene crystals (R-C=C-C=C-

R) to polymerize through a lattice-controlled solid-state reaction, resulting in a highly 

coloured polymer. During polymerization, the crystal structure of the monomer is 

retained and the polymer crystals remain chain aligned and are effectively one 

dimensional in their optical properties. The response of the TTI is the colour change 

measurable as a decrease in reflectance.  The colour of the ‘active’ centre of the TTI 

is compared to the reference colour of a surrounding ring.  The response of the TTI 

can be visually evaluated in comparison to the reference ring or continuously 

measured instrumentally. Before use the indicators, active from the time of 

production, have to be stored deep frozen where change is very slow. 

 

- OnVu
TM 

TTI (Ciba Specialty Chemicals & Freshpoint, SW) 

 

The OnVuTM TTI (Ciba Specialty Chemicals & Freshpoint, SW) is a newly introduced 

solid state reaction TTI (WO 99/39197).  It is based on the inherent reproducibility of 

reactions in crystal phase.  Photosensitive compounds such as benzylpyridines are 

excited and coloured by exposure to low wavelength light. This coloured state 

reverses to the initial colorless at a temperature depended rate. By controlling the 

type of the photochromic compound and the length of light exposure during activation 

the length and the temperature sensitivity of the TTI can be set.  This TTI can take 

the form of a photosensitive ink and be very flexible in application. 
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- (eO) ® TTI (CRYOLOG, Gentilly, France) 

The (eO) ® TTI (CRYOLOG, Gentilly, France) is based on a time-temperature 

depended pH change that is expressed to colour change through suitable pH 

indicators . The pH change is caused by controlled microbial growth occurring in the 

gel containing TTI. The parameters of the TTI are adjusted thanks to the selected 

microorganisms and the composition of the gel. The response of the TTI is claimed to 

mimic the spoilage of the monitored food products as it is based on similar 

microorganisms such as selected lactobacilli. 

 

- The TT Sensor
TM

 TTI  (Avery Dennison Corp, USA) 

The TT Sensor TM TTI (Avery Dennison Corp., USA) is based on a diffusion-reaction 

concept. A polar compound diffuses between two polymer layers and the change of 

its concentration causes the colour change of a fluorescent indicator from yellow to 

bright pink.  

The results were compiled in Deliverable 7: “Report on storage tests with existing 

TTIs and selection of the most suitable TTI system for the development of 

FRESHLABEL TTIs” (see Annex 9). 

The characteristics of all the tested TTIs are summarized in the following Table 16.  

Table 16:  TTI properties 

Type of TTI Operation 
Principle 

Response 
type 

Response 
range 

EA 
range 

(kJ/mol)  
Activatable  Cost*  

CheckPoint® 
Types M, L 

Enzymatic Tricolour 
Green to 
yellow to 

red 

Hours to 
weeks at 

4ºC 

70-170 Y B 

Fresh-
Check® 

Polymeric Colourless 
to blue 

Hours to 
weeks at 

4ºC 

80-90 N A 

OnVuTM Photochemical Dark blue 
to 

colourless 

Hours to 
weeks at 

4ºC 

90-150 Y A 

TT 
SensorTM 

Diffusion-
reaction 

Yellow to 
pink 

Hours to 
weeks at 

4ºC 

115-125 Y B 

eO Microbiological Green to 
red 

Hours to 
weeks at 

4ºC 

100-110 N B 

*A: 1-5 cents,  B:5-15 cents 
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Based on the results presented in Deliverable 7 “Report on storage tests with existing 

TTIs and selection of the most suitable TTI system for the development of 

FRESHLABEL TTIs” further tests and fine tuning focused on the photochemical TTI 

which showed a high degree of flexibility.  

 

Task 7: Modelling the time-temperature dependence o f the food spoilage and 

prototype production 

The aim of this task was the modulation of the time-temperature dependence of the 

food spoilage based on the data evaluated under task 6. Different models were 

tested in order to find out the most appropriate one for the given data to describe the 

time-temperature dependence.  

The microbial growth was modelled using the Baranyi Growth Model (Baranyi and 

Roberts, 1995) applying the DMfit software for the curve fitting. As an example, the 

microbial growth of ham and beef are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.  

 

 
 

Figure 12: Development of lactic acid bacteria (a) and Total Viable Count (b) in MAP 

cooked ham under different temperature conditions 
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Figure 13: Development of lactic acid bacteria (a), Total Viable Count (b), 

Pseudomonas sp.(c) and Brochothrix thermosphacta (d) in MAP beef fillet under 

various temperature conditions 

The growth curves for all tested products can be found in Deliverable 9 “Internal 

report about kinetic data of meat and fish spoilage” (Annex 11).   

Beside microbial growth of the selected products, the time-temperature dependence 

of the food spoilage was also based on sensory characteristics, as shown for salmon 

and herring salad (Figure 14 and Figure 15).  
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Figure 14: Changes of total sensory scores of fresh salmon vacuum packed during 

storage tests 
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Figure 15: Changes of total sensory scores of Herring salad during storage tests 

 

Based on the results of the specific quality parameters for the different products 

tested, the kinetic parameters such us the rate (k) of the microbial growth was 

estimated. The temperature dependence of the kinetic parameters was modelled 

using the Arrhenius equation 
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where T is the absolute temperature (K), kref is the growth rate at a reference 

temperature Tref , EA is the activation energy (kJ/mol) and R the universal gas 

constant. To determine the activation energy, the ln k was plotted against 1/T. EA was 

obtained by multiplying the slope of the curve by R. 

 

The following Figures (16 – 21) illustrate the Arrhenius plot for the different food 

samples tested.  
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 Figure 16: Arrhenius plot of Lactic Acid Bacteria (A), Total Viable count (B) and 

sonsoric analysis (C) in samples of MAP cooked ham 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Arrhenius plot of the sensory analysis in samples of MAP beef filet 
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 Figure 18: Arrhenius plot of the sensory analysis in samples of cold smoked salmon 

slices 

Figure 19: Arrhenius plot of Lactic Acid Bacteria (A), Enterobacteria (B) and sensory 

analysis (C) in samples of marinated salmon trout cuts 
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 Figure 20: Arrhenius plot of Lactic Acid Bacteria (A), Enterobacteria (B) and sensory 

analysis (C) in samples of hering salad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Arrhenius plot of total viable count (A) and sensory analysis (B) in 

samples of fresh salmon 
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The conclusions of the microbiological and sensory analysis of the selected products 

are as follows:  

 

MAP cooked ham  

Lactic acid bacteria were the main spoilage bacteria in the samples 

of MAP cooked ham for both isothermal and dynamic temperature 

conditions with concentrations reaching in all cases those of TVC. The 

evaluated sensory index has presented a clear linear function with time. The specific 

growth rate as calculated form both of microbiological and sensory analysis 

presented an increase with storage temperature. The activation energy derived from 

Lactic Acid Bacteria, TVC and sensory analysis ranges between 73.3 and 81.8 

KJ/mol. The R-square values of the primary and secondary model show that the 

model is describing the spoilage process and thus the kinetic data in a good way. 

 

MAP Beef Filet  

As mentioned in Deliverable 8, MAP beef fillet has 

presented huge variations between the samples 

especially from the microbiological data. During the 

different experiments there was great variation 

between the kinds of microorganisms. Different gas atmosphere in the package 

which could be caused by different e.g. different packaging materials, different 

hygienic conditions during processing could be one of the reasons for the huge 

variation. Calculation of the activation energy based on the microbiological growth 

generated exaggerating results. Shelf-life is limited here to sensory changes. The 

activation energy based on the sensory analysis is 91.8 KJ/mol (R2: 0.93).   

 

Herring salad  

Total Viable Count, lactic acid bacteria, and yeast were the 

most suitable indicators to determine the herring salad 

spoilage. The activation energy derived from TVC, lactic acid 

bacteria, and yeast ranges between 60,38 kJ/mol and 83,45 kJ/mol for the herring 

salad. 
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Fresh salmon 

In the case of fresh salmon vacuum packed, Total 

Viable Count was the best spoilage indicator. TVB-N 

was not a useful deterioration indicator for the fresh salmon 

vacuum packed in the low temperature ranges whereas it showed to be 

more suitable for higher temperatures. The activation energy derived from TVC is 

53,77 kJ/mol. 

 

Gilthead seabream fillets stored aerobically and in MAP 

Pseudomonas were the dominant organisms at all 

temperatures in aerobically stored samples and in 

samples stored in 20% CO2. Lactic acid bacteria 

dominated in samples stored in 50 and 80% CO2. The 

growth rates for all measured microorganisms were lowered for more as CO2 

percentage in the package. The correlation coefficient of the regression for the 

Arrhenius model showed that this equation describes sufficiently the temperature 

dependence of the spoilage bacteria. Lactic acid bacteria show similar dependence 

on temperature at all examined types of packaging. Results from variable 

temperature experiments were in good agreement with the prediction of microbial 

growth models developed from the isothermal experiment, validating their 

applicability at the fluctuating storage conditions that usually occur in the cold chain. 

pH showed a gradual decline on samples stored at 50% and 80% CO2, due to 

metabolite products of lactic acid bacteria. Under this context, modified atmosphere 

packaging can extend gilthead seabream fillet shelf-life delaying microbial growth. 

Storage of gilthead seabream fillets in modified atmosphere packages let to a 

significant shelf-life extension at all storage temperatures. The results of the study 

show the potential of using modified atmosphere packaging to extend the shelf-life 

and improve the commercial value of fresh chilled fish products.  
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Raw tuna loins stored in vacuum 

Lactic acid bacteria were the dominant organisms in 

vacuum packed raw tuna loin samples. The growth 

rates of all studied microorganisms increased with 

temperature. pH showed a gradual decline, due to metabolite 

products of lactic acid bacteria. Storage at 10 and 15°C resulted in pronounced lipid 

oxidation. For samples stored at 0°C and 5°C, a sma ller but significant increase of 

TBARS was observed. Results from variable temperature experiments were in good 

agreement with the prediction of the models developed from the isothermal 

experiments.  

 

More detailed description and results can be found in Deliverable 9 “Internal report 

about kinetic data of meat and fish spoilage” (Annex 11).  

 

The detailed characterization of the spoilage mechanism of the different meat and 

fish products were used as the basis for the development of the TTI prototypes, 

provided by the partner FRESH. Figure 22 presents the scheme for translating the 

TTI response for quality monitoring.  
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Figure 22: Scheme for translating TTI response for quality monitoring and shelf-life 

management. 

 

This methodology gives a potential user the ability to select and apply the most 

appropriate TTI without the need of extensive side by side testing of the product and 

the TTI. FRESH provided the prototype A1 and B1 for the testing (Figure 23).  
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Figure 23: TTI prototypes A1 and B1 

FreshPoint OnVuTM Technology is based on such organic photochromic pigment 

inks. These inks can be printed on virtually any compatible surface, including 

packaging materials. The TTIs are stable in their uncharged form for at least several 

months. These labels can be charged using LED light using different chargers that 

were developed for that purpose. Charging speeds vary from single label dispensers 

to more than 150 labels/min. The FRESHLABEL technology provider SME Partner, 

FRESH, holds a large variety of photochrome pigments based on different chemicals 

(as in Figure 24) that aim to cover the range of chilled foods 

 

Figure 24: Different types of Benzylpyridines 
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During the FRESHLABEL work two sets of TTI labels reached the final development 

stage, coded A1 and B1. The two labels are based on two different organic 

photochromic pigments. The major difference between the two photochromes 

originates from their relative bulkyness.  

 

 

Figure 25: Photocromic reaction of benzylpyridine as a result of exposure at UV 

radiation 

 

For attaining the desired longer and shorter lifetimes and time-temperature 

characteristics the molecular and crystalline structures as well as the ink thickness 

and particle size were tailored. Two additional degrees of freedom of this technology 

were the ability to control the charging light dose and the ability to print different 

reference colours. 

 

Figure 26 and Figure 27 show a series of photo-documented pictures of the A1 and 

B1 labels respectively. 
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Figure 26: A1 photo-documentation of the colour decay with regard to different time 

and temperature conditions 
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Figure 27: B1 photo-documentation of the colour decay with regard to different time 

and temperature conditions 

 

A detailed description about the 2 prototypes is presented in Deliverable 10 “2-4 TTI 

prototypes” (Annex 12). 
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2.2.3. Deviation from the project work-programme, a nd corrective actions taken  

During the reporting period, it was decided by the RTD partners not to perform the 

storage tests together with the existing TTIs at the same time. In order to obtain 

reliable results it is important to perform accurate tests first to characterize spoilage 

mechanisms of the specific products. Then after, the TTIs can be developed and 

calibrated based on the kinetic results obtained during the storage tests. The TTIs 

were subsequently tested under the same temperature conditions and then after 

validated in pilot studies as planned in Task 10 of workpackage 3. Due to the 

changed work-program, the Deliverable 11 “Report about time-temperature-

dependence of different TTI Prototypes” was combined with Deliverable 12 “Internal 

report about the results of the time measurement characterising the kinetic data of 

different TTI prototypes” (Annex 13).  
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2.2.4. List of Deliverables and Milestones of workp ackage 2  

 
Table 17:  List of Deliverables for workpackage 2 

Work  
package 

Del. 
No. 

Deliverable 
Delivery  

date 

2 

D 06 List of parameters to characterise specific profiles for the freshness loss of different 
kinds of fresh and processed meat and fish products 

May 2006 

D 07 Report on storage tests with existing TTIs and selection of the most suitable TTI 
system for the development of FRESHLABEL TTIs 

April 2006 

D 08 Initial report about the results of the time measurement characterising the 
freshness lost of meat and fish products under different temperature conditions 

October 2006 

D 09 Internal report about kinetic data of meat and fish spoilage November 2006 

D 10 2-4 different TTI prototypes September 2007 

D 11 Report about time-temperature-dependence of different TTI prototypes September 2007 

 

Table 18:  List of Milestones for workpackage 2 

Work  
package 

Del. 
No. 

Milestones 
Delivery  

date 

2 

M 03 Detailed characterization of the spoilage mechanism of different kind of meat and 
fish products 

September 2007 

M 04 Selection of the most appropriate TTI system for the development of FRESHLABEL 
TTIs 

September 2007 
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Workpackage 3 – Testing and optimisation of prototy pe TTIs 

The following table shows the amount of personnel resources planned for this 

workpackage per participant and the amount used  

Table 19:  Amount of personnel resources of workpackage 3 

Work Package 3: Testing and optimisation of prototy pe TTIs 

Person-Month Table per Partner 
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Used 106,28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 2,5 1 20 0.28 4 4 1.5 4 15 26 10 5 

Planned  77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 13 13 6 5 

 

2.3.1. Workpackage objectives  

The objective of this workpackage was the analysis of the kinetics of the TTIs and the 

modelling of the influence of the charging time. The TTIs were tested and optimised 

in order to provide suitable TTIs for the selected products. Furthermore, the 

production process of the TTI labels to obtain high quality products was also 

established. The validation of results was verified in pilot studies. The optimised 

FRESHLABEL TTIs were produced in sufficient quantity for accuracy tests and for 

the training measures in workpackage 4. 

 

2.3.2. Progress towards objectives 

 
Task 8: Testing and calibration of TTI prototyes 

The aim of this task was to develop models for the time-temperature dependence of 

different TTI Prototypes. The discoloration process depends on the type of material 

and the charging time at the selected UV wavelength. 

The SME FRESH provided two TTI prototypes (A1 and B1) (as described in 

Deliverable 10, see Annex 12) and the RTDs performed a number of studies with 

these TTIs. The different prototypes were investigated in terms of colour change as a 

function of time and temperature. The temperature of the experiments ranged from 0-

15°C (isothermal experiments). The TTIs were charge d with OnVu UV chargers 

(Figure 28).  
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Figure 28: OnVU UV charger used for the TTI kinetic studies 

 

The TTIs were charged between 1 to 10 seconds in order to ensure sufficient 

activation (approx. 300mJ/cm2). The kinetic analysis followed the Arrhenius 

approach: 

( ) t
TTR

E
kktXF

ref

a
ref


























−

−
== 11

exp  

Response value X: a (CIE Lab) 

Response function F(X): lna=ln(a0)+kt (linear fitting) 

 

At the beginning of workpackage 3, different partners used different measuring 

devices, thus measurement by different instruments were comparatively studied for 

calibration purposes. Although the absolute values obtained by different 

measurement devices depend on the specific instrument the response profiles are 

similar and relative temperature dependence of the response is irrelevant to the 

specific instrument.  
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One of the colorimeter used by the RTDs is the Minolta colorimeter CR200 (Figure 

29).  

 

 

Figure 29: Minolta CR200 colorimeter. Measurement of visual response with CIE 
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Figure 30: Comparative diagram for the L value for all the different instruments used. 

 

In order to obtain more comparative results, all RTDs bought the same device. The 

TTI response was measured with the EyeOne pro chromameter of X-Rite at D50 

illumination conditions (Figure 31).  
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Figure 31: EyeOne pro chromameter of X-Rite 

 

Several tests were performed by all RTDs to calibrate their new instrument. Figure 32 

shows good accuracy between all RTDs.  
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Figure 32: dE as a function of the charging time 

 

The Chemistry of the OnVu TTIs is based on a photochromic reaction of 

benzylpyridines in the polymeric crystal. After exposure at UV radiation 
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benzylpyridines turn from colourless to coloured (dark blue) as a result of a radical 

transfer reaction. 

The phenomenon is reversible. Through a time-temperature dependent rate a 

progressive discoloration of the coloured benzylpyridine, takes place, through the 

same mechanism. At the end of the life of the indicator the TTI is colourless again.  

Figure 33 below, shows the above described reaction in practice. The colour before 

the activation is white and after activation is dark blue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33: TTIs before and after activation with the hand charger 

 

To develop models for the time-temperature dependence of the TTI Prototypes, the 

response properties of each type of TTI at different temperatures covering the range 

of the chill chain of meat and fish products was studied. A TTI with an activation 

energy EAI that differs from the food’s EA by less than 20 kJ/mol results in a Teff 

estimation of the food within ±1°C. Testing and kin etic modelling of the studied TTIs 

was based on measurements, at appropriate time intervals of the response of 

multiple TTI samples, isothermally stored in controlled cabinets at temperatures from 

0 to 20°C.  Response was measured visually and inst rumentally. The potential of TTI 

as meat and fish quality indicators was evaluated by examining how well they could 

correlate to the kinetics of spoilage bacteria in these products. The activation energy 

for spoilage growth is 80 to 150 kJ/mol and this value can be used as reference to 

compare to TTI respective value.  

During the development and improvement phase of the TTIs within the respective 

tasks different versions and printings of B1 and A1 type labels were tested. A large 
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)1()a()a( 0
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number of experiments covered the response of the TTI at different temperatures 

and charging times. Different mathematical models were fitted and statistically 

evaluated in the quest for defining the mathematical function that better describes the 

response vs time at all temperature and initial charging conditions.   

The mathematical models applied and evaluated are shown in Table 20: 

 

Table 20:  Mathematical models tested on the B1 and A1 TTI labels. 

Number of Model Equation 

Model I  

Model II 
 

Model III 

 

Model IV   
 

Model V    

Model VI   
 

Model VII 
 

Model VIII 

 

 

Note: a, b: parameters of CIELAB scale, 
       

   
 and α, c1, c2, d1 and d2 are constants 
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The L, a, b parameters of the B1 TTI are shown on Table 21 and Figure 34. 

 

Table 21:  Colour Scale of the B1 TTI is shown in the following table 
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Figure 34: B1type TTI, ∆Ε (Model VIII) values vs. time. 

 

Fitting of the response of all TTI labels at all charging times and storage 

temperatures using all the above studied models showed that the more satisfactory 

description was achieved using models VII and VIII.   

Following all results for OnVu B1 (code number B1061207) are shown using Model 

VIII which includes the change of all 3 Lab parameters. An example of the kintec 

curves of TTIs is given in Figure 35.  

ΤΤΙs 
 

      

L 53,44 59,47 61,60 66,72 67,57 68,53 68,83 

a 8,11 5,64 4,73 3,35 2,77 2,47 2,32 

b -29,57 -24,66 -22,98 -17,66 -16,29 -13,01 -12,55 

Model VII 1,00 0,81 0,74 0,57 0,52 0,48 0,27 

∆Ε 30,04 23,54 15,72 10,28 5,59 5,08 4,93 
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Figure 35: B1 type response (Model VIII) vs time for 2 second charging time for all 

temperatures studied. 

Furthermore, Figure 36 shows the Arrhenius plot for the B1 TTI for 2 seconds 

charging time. 
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Figure 36:  Arrhenius plot for the B1 TTI for 2 seconds charging time 

  

Further TTIs kinetic curves and the k values at different temperatures and the R2 

values for Model VIII can be found in the deliverable 12 “Internal report about the 

results of the time measurement characterising the kinetic data of different TTI 

prototypes” which is included in the Annex 13.  

 

Similar studies were also conducted with the A1 label. The results for OnVu A1 (code 

number A1061215) using Model VIII, which includes the change of all 3 Lab 

parameters, showed that an inherent characteristic of the A1 system is that it 

requires more charging than the B1 so that the respective charging range studied 

was 10 to 30 seconds compared to 1 to 15 seconds reported for the B1. 
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Figure 37: A1 type response (Model VIII) vs time for 20 seconds charging time for all 

temperatures studied. 
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Figure 38: Arrhenius plot for the A1 type TTI for 20 seconds charging time. 
 

For the validation of the Model VIII – which had the best fitting of the experimental 

data for all charging times and temperatures- experiments under dynamic conditions 

were held. The variable time-temperature profile is shown in Figure 39.  
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Time-temperature scenario used for B1061207 
type 3, 6 and 10 seconds charging
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Figure 39: Variable time- temperature scenario for the B1 type TTI 

 

This repeating variable profile is integrated by the TTI system and the response 

should not be statistically different from the response at the effective temperature, 

Teff. Figure 40 shows the response function of the B1 TTI for 6 seconds charging 

time.  
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Figure 40: Response of the B1 type TTI under dynamic conditions for 6 seconds 

charging time 

 

An experimental response within the 95% confidence intervals of the predicted based 

on the models developed from the isothermal experiments, confirms that the models 

can be applied for prediction and calculation of the response behaviour at the real, 

fluctuating conditions of the chill chain. The profile used is equivalent to an effective 
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temperature Teff = 9.1°C.  For this temperature the predicted respo nse is shown in 

Figure 40 with the statistical 95% confidence lines (middle green and upper and 

lower red lines respectively).  The measured response (blue diamonds) is well within 

the predicted range supporting the applicability of the models at variable conditions 

found in practice. The same results were obtained at all tested charging times and 

temperature profiles. 

A different experimental design was also used to verify the applicability of TTI at real 

variable conditions. To investigate if the TTI correctly indicate the actual differences 

in the time-temperature conditions that practically occurred at different placements on 

a single meat package the following experiments were conducted: 

TTIs were attached at different places on a MAP package (material: polypropylene) 

with meat inside. 

� One label was placed on the top of the package (not connected to the meat 

because of the gas in the package)  

� One label was stick on the side of the package (not connected to the meat 

because of the gas in the package)  

� One label was placed on the bottom of the package where it is in close contact 

to the  meat – only separated by the polypropylene package) 

Following figure shows the temperature conditions in which the package with the 

TTIs was stored under.  

 

0,5h / 15°C  1h / 2°C 1h /15°C 2h / 2°C 4h / 15°C 1 8h / 2°C 

3h / 15°C 21h / 2°C 1h / 15°C 53h / 2°C 1h / 15°C s um: 105.5h 

 

This scenario was chosen according to temperature fluctuation in real cold chain. 

During the experiment the environmental temperature, the surface temperature of the 

meat and the temperature on the bottom of the package were measured using 

datalogger (Figure 41).   
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Figure 41: Experimental design of the storage test with the TTIs 

 

Figure 42 shows an example of the temperature development of the surface of the 

meat and the environment temperature (measured on the top of the package) of an 

MAP package.  
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Figure 42: Environmental and surface temperature 

Under dynamic temperature conditions the environmental temperature changes 

much faster than the temperature on the surface of the meat. The difference of the 

actual temperature conditions of the environment and the meat surface depends 

strongly from the packaging design (material, thickness of the material, gas 

space,.etc.). The results of this study show, that the label on the bottom of the 

package which is in close connection to the meat, discoloured much slower than the 

label which is on the top of the package or on the side of the package. The label on 
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the side and on the bottom reacts much faster depending on the environmental 

conditions since it is not in contact with the meat. Based on the results it has been 

shown that the studied TTIs can effectively indicate the difference in the variable 

time-temperature conditions that actually occurred at different locations of the 

package. 

Based on the results of the testing of the two different types of TTI at all the detailed 

experimental temperature conditions, a composite that allows the calculation of the 

response rate at any selected charging time was developed. The model was based 

on the observation that the response rate k at any temperature is a power function of 

the charging time tc  i.e. k=kref·tc
-a. 

The form of the composite model was: 

)
16,277

11
(

314,8

118000
exp(06,0 762,0 −⋅−⋅⋅= −

T
tk c  DE- model VIII –B1 TTI  (1) 

)
16,277

11
(

314,8

135000
exp(209,2 697,1 −⋅−⋅⋅= −

T
tk c  DE- model VIII –A1 TTI (2) 

The parameters of Equation (1) were calculated by non-linear regression using 

SYSTAT 10.2 ® Software. Based on these models one can predict the behaviour of 

the TTI and the total response time at any charging time within the charging limits of 

the specific TTI label.  
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The Shelf-life of the TTIs is shown in the following table:  

 
Table 22:  Total response life vs charging time for the B1 (061207) TTI 

 

Further results of deliverable 12 “Internal report about the results of the time 

measurement characterising the kinetic data of different TTI prototypes” can be found 

in the Annex 13.  

 

The next task of this project is to define the dose of UV light required for the 

activation of TTIs for monitoring the chilled fish and meat products studied within the 

project. The precise time point for the initial discoloration of the TTI is very important 

for the seller of the product as it might lead to undesired refusal of the product by the 

customer. Based on the analysis of the kinetics of food spoilage and the response 

kinetics of the different TTI for the different charging times that were achieved, the 

most suitable TTI for the particular product was defined. 

Based on the results described above (see also Deliverable 12, Annex 13), a 

composite model that allows the calculation of the response rate at any selected 

charging time was developed. The model was based on the observation that the 

response rate k at any temperature is a power function of the charging time, tc:  

k = kref·tc
-A 

Charging time 
for the OnVu  
B1_061207 ΤΤΙ 

Shelf-life of the TTI (hours) 

0oC 2.5oC 5oC 8oC 10oC 15oC 

1 second 56,78 35,44 22,31 12,95 9,06 3,79 

2 seconds 96,29 60,11 37,84 21,95 15,37 6,44 

3 seconds 131,15 81,87 51,54 29,90 20,93 8,77 

4 seconds 163,29 101,93 64,17 37,23 26,06 10,92 

6 seconds 222,40 138,83 87,40 50,71 35,50 14,88 

10 seconds 328,24 204,89 128,99 74,84 52,39 21,96 

15 seconds 447,06 279,07 175,69 101,93 71,36 29,91 
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The form of the composite model was: 
 

)
11

(exp(
1,

ref

aA
cref TTR

E
tkk

sTref
−⋅

−
⋅⋅= −  

 
where T is the absolute temperature (K), Ea is the activation energy (kJ/mol), R is the 

universal gas constant, Tref is a reference temperature (4°C), k ref, Tref ,1s is the TTI 

response rate constant at Tref (with charging time tc=1s). 

The parameters Ea and A of this equation were calculated by non-linear regression 

using SYSTAT 10.2 ® Software. 

)
16,277

11
(

314,8

118000
exp(06,0 762,0 −⋅−⋅⋅= −

T
tk c         DE- model VIII –B1 TTI 

An overall value of activation energy, Ea, for all different charging levels of B1 TTIs 

was thus defined at 118 kJ/mol. Based on these models one can predict the 

behaviour of the B1 TTI at any charging time within the charging limits of the specific 

TTI label (Figure 43). 
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Figure 43: Response curves of TTIs at different selected charging times tc. 

 

It has to be noted that the response curves in Figure 43 are based on the composite 

model.  The experimentally verified charging limits, tested and reported in Deliverable 
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12 are 20 sec.  The charging times illustrated from 25 to 50 sec are predicted values.  

From a later defined charging value, the TTIs exceed the limits of charging (reach a 

ponit “saturated”), and not behave with the predicted extended response times.  

 

Searching for the best suitable label for a particular product, one can calculate the 

charging conditions that allow the closest match of the shelf-life curve of the specific 

product with a response curve of the TTI at the selected charging time. 

In the Figure 44 the matching B1 TTI response curves are overlaid to the different 

products. 
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Figure 44: Shelf-life curves of all meat and fish products studied matched with the 

predicted TTI for monitoring their shelf-life at all temperatures 

 

The results for each single product with the matching TTI response are presented in 

deliverable 13 “Internal report about defining the appropriate charging times for 

different meat and fish products” (see Annex 14). These curves were accurately 

determined based on the extensive kinetic studies that were conducted on both the 

food products and the TTIs. The composite model equation is solved to obtain an 

exact match between food shelf-life and total response time of the TTI at a target 

specification temperature in the chill range, such as 4°C.  If the E a values of the food 

and the TTI are similar, food shelf-life and total response time of the TTI will match at 
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other storage temperatures below and above the target specification temperature. If 

the TTI Ea exceeds the food Ea by more than 20 to 30 kJ deviation are noticeable. 

When the food is stored at very low temperatures of 0 to 2°C, the TTI would not 

signal the end of shelf-life which will be determined and limited by the expiration date 

on the food package. On the other hand, if abuse temperatures of 6 to 10°C prevail, 

then the TTI will conservatively protect from poor quality products slightly before the 

“end” of shelf-life (see Figure 45). 
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Figure 45: Shelf-life curve of MA (50% CO2) packed gilthead seabream fillets and 

response curve of the TTI with the appropriate charging time of 18s. 

 

Similar work was done for the A12 type TTI (see Annex 14).  

 

Task 9: Optimising the quality of TTIs 

In this task, TTIs were optimized according to their charging time and overall quality. 

Stability and accuracy tests were carried out to control the quality of the TTI material. 

In Table 23 the updated shelf-life values from the kinetic studies at different 

preservation temperatures of all the studied products within the FRESHLABEL 

project are shown.  
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Table 23:  Shelf-life (h) of all studied products at the FRESH LABEL project 

Gilthead seabream fillets (aerobically)   Gilthead seabream fillets (MAP 20% CO 2) 

0°C 168 h  0°C 312 h 

5°C 125 h  5°C 142 h 

10°C 54 h  10°C 116 h 

15°C 36 h  15°C 73 h 

Gilthead seabream (MAP 50% CO 2)  Gilthead seabream fillets (MAP  80% CO2) 

0°C 547 h  0°C 975 h 

5°C 216 h  5°C 310 h 

10°C 95 h  10°C 134 h 

15°C 75 h  15°C 107 h 

Raw tuna loins vacuum packed   MAP cooked ham  

0°C 574 h  2°C 507 h 

5°C 258 h  7°C 280 h 

10°C 119 h  10°C 150 h 

15°C 56 h  15°C 87 h 

MAP beef fillets   Cold smoked salmon slices  

7°C 180 h  0.1°C 606 h 

10°C 101 h  2,1°C 427 h 

15°C 70 h  7.3°C 340 h 

   12.2°C 221 h 

Marinated salmon trout cuts   Red herring salad  

0.4°C 327 h  0°C 3336 h 

2.5°C 270 h  4°C 1128 h 

8.2°C 117 h  7°C 624 h 

12.3°C 58 h  15°C 336 h 

Fresh salmon vacuum packed    

0°C 150 h    

4°C 120 h    

7°C 67 h    

15°C 45 h    

 

To further examine the parameters that define the TTI response, such as the 

influence of the charging time and to define the appropriate actions for further 

improving the TTI technology to expand the range of the meat and fish products that 

can be effectively and reliably monitored, further characterization were carried out.  
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By improving the printing of the photochromic pigment an optimized B1 label, B1-

070912 was delivered. Testing of B1-070912  showed that response rates were at 

the same respective temperature on the average 2 to 4 time slower and therefore 

that the response times could be extended by up to 4 times. In Figure 46 the total 

response time of the new B1-070912 label is compared to the B1-061207 label.  
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Figure 46: Total response time of the B1 labels at 10°C. 

 

Testing of B1-070912  showed that response rates were at the same respective 

temperature on the average 2 to 4 time slower and therefore that the response times 

could be extended by up to 4 times. The improvement in sensitivity of the new label 

reduces the charging time to reach an extended shelf-life. Figure 47 shows the new 

calculated total response time of the new B1-070912 label as a function of 

temperature at different charging times.  
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Figure 47: Total response time of the new B1 label as a function of temperature at 

different charging times 

 

It was established that overall colour change of the CIELab scale, ∆E 

 

 

follows an exponential decay  

∆E= ∆Eo exp-kt   

where k is a function of initial charging time, tc, and storage temperature T (K). 

 

At charging conditions up to 6 sec the TTIs response followed the expected 

exponential decay.  At 6 sec or higher charging, the TTIs exhibited a supersaturation 

effect and their response at low temperatures reached a plateau higher than the 

expected. So the practical charging range should not exceed 5 sec. 
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Figure 48: Shelf-life curves of all meat and fish products studied matched with the 

new TTI label (B1-070912) for monitoring their shelf-life at all temperatures. 

 

Based on the response profiles all products, except for the red herring salad can be 

matched by the new B1 (B1-070912) TTI at the respective charging time.  

To translate the charging time of the particular TTI charger used (Ciba Handcharger) 

into charging energy one can use the relation: Energy (mJ/cm2) = 50,5 x charging 

time (sec). This allows the application of the results and conclusions of this report to 

any other equipment used for TTI charging as long as the energy can be translated 

to charging time with this particular equipment.  

The detailed results for the improvement of the quality of TTIs are presented in the 

Deliverable 14 “Internal report about basic data to improve the quality of the TTIs” 

(see Annex 15).  
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Tests between a further printing B1- 071031 and the characterised B1-070912 have 

shown very good reproducibility. The two batches show the same response at 

different tested temperatures. 
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Figure 49: Comparison of response of labels B1-070912 and B1- 071031 at the chill 

chain temperature range (6 sec initial charging).  
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Thus B1- 071031 label qualified and was defined as the FRESHLABEL TTI 

prototype. 

The L a b values of the uncharged TTI were measured as Lmax=80, amin=-3.5 and 

bmax=1.2. The L a b values at the end point of the TTI were measured as Lf=69, af=-5 

and bmax=-6. The L a b values at zero time (to) of TTI application, after charging for 

different charging times is listed in Table 22 (Ciba TTI Handcharger for charging and 

the TTI response was measured with the EyeOne pro chromameter of X-Rite, SW at 

D50 illumination, 2° observation angle conditions).  

Table 24: Colour of FRESHLABEL TTI prototype after charging at different charging 

levels 

 

Charging time (sec) 

TTI Colour values after charging 

L a b 

             1 49,6 -13,4 -32,8 

             2 42,7 -13,8 -37,7 

             3 38,9 -13,4 -39,7 

             4 36,3 -13,1 -40,8 

 

An overall value of activation energy, Ea, for all different charging levels of the TTI 

was thus defined at 122 kJ/mol. At charging conditions up to 6 sec the prototype TTI 

response followed the expected exponential decay. At 6 sec or higher charging, the 

TTIs exhibited a supersaturation effect and their response at low temperatures 

reached a plateau higher than the expected. So the practical charging range should 

not exceed 5 sec. 

Table 25:  Total response life vs charging time FRESHLABEL TTI prototype 

 

Charging time     FRESHLABEL 
TTI prototype 

Total response life of the  FRESHLABEL TTI 
prototype  (h) 

0oC 2.5oC 5oC 7oC 10oC 15oC 

0.5 sec 180 113 70 48 28 11 

1 sec 332 204 126 87 50 20 

2 sec 646 397 246 168 97 40 

3 sec 940 580 360 247 142 58 

4 sec 1180 768 476 326 188 76 
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Based on the response profiles all products targeted and tested in the FRESHLABEL 

project, except for the fish salad that has extremely long shelf-life, can be matched by 

the FRESHLABEL TTI prototype at the respective charging time. Further information 

can be found in the Deliverable 15 “Definition of the FRESHLABEL Prototype: Report 

about improving the basic model to define the appropriate TTI for different kind of 

meat and fish products” (Annex 16).  

 

The optimized TTIs are produced to a sufficient extend for the training activities. One 

label is designed as an intelligent “use by” date for the consumer, from point of 

purchase to consumption. The other one is meant to be used as a chill chain 

monitoring tool recording chill chain conditions at pre-defined handover points.  

 

 

Figure 50: Labels produced by Freshpoint 

 

Both labels are stable in their uncharged form for at least several months. These 

labels can be charged using LED light using different chargers that were developed 

for that purpose. Charging speeds vary from single label dispensers and range up to 

more than 150 labels/min.  
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Figure 51: Industrial TTI charging machine 

The labels are then covered with an optical filter to avoid recharging and dispensed 

on packages. 
 

RReeffeerreennccee  ssccaallee  

UUVV--VViiss  ffiilltteerr  

SSeellff--aaddhheessiivvee  llaabbeell  AAccttiivvee  mmaatteerriiaall  

 

Figure 52: Optical Filter to protect labels from re-charging 

 

A comprehensive report can be found in Annex 17, Deliverable 16 “FRESHLABEL 

TTIs produced in sufficient quantity for the training measures”.  

 
Task 10: Validation of the TTI in pilot studies 

This task was dedicated to the validation of all results under partial conditions, 

resulting in Deliverable 15 “Definition of the FRESHLABEL Prototype: Report about 

improving the basic model to define the appropriate TTI for different kind of meat and 

fish products”. The quality of the food product was investigated using quality 

parameters (sensory quality, microbiological quality) and the correlation between the 

product quality deterioration and the discolouration of the TTI.  
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TTZ carried out the validation of the TTIs with fresh salmon filet, provided by REMO.  

 

Figure 53: Fresh salmon filet from REMO 

 

The samples were packed in Norway at REMOs packaging facility (Figure 54).  

 

Figure 54: Packaging of fresh salmon for pilot trials at REMO 

The TTIs were charged and measured at the facility (Figure 55).  
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Figure 55: Charging TTIs and measuring of TTIs response applied to the product 

 

Two different charging times were selected for this product (1s and 2s).  

 

Figure 56: Fresh salmon filet with charged TTI labe ls 

 

In total 20 samples were packed and charged at REMO. These samples were 

packed into two styrofoam boxes with cooling devices and sent to TTZ for microbial 

evaluations via two different routes. One box was sent with in a cooled truck (box 1), 

whereas the other box was sent with DHL postal service (box 2). Both boxes 

contained data loggers to measure the whole temperature history of the samples 

upon arrival at TTZ. The evaluation of the data logger showed that the box 1, 

delivered by cooled cargo was constantly below 4°C.   
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Figure 57: Temperature profile of salmon transported with cooled cargo from REMO 

to TTZ 

As for DHL postal service, the temperature profile showed higher deviations. 

However, the temperature stayed beyond 8°C for the time of transport (Figure 58).  

 

Figure 58: Temperature profile of salmon transported with DHL from REMO to TTZ 

 

Upon arrival box 1 (cooled cargo transport) was kept constantly at 4°C. The response 

of the TTIs, expressed as dE, was monitored over time (Figure 59).  
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 Figure 59: TTI response stored at 4°C as a function of time 

Both labels, charged at 1 and 2s, show an exponential decay in their colour intensity. 

After 164 hours after charging, the TTIs charged for 1s show no further decay in dE. 

Therefore a plateau level is reached. For the TTIs charged for 2s, further decrease in 

colour intensity is still measureable after 259 hours. The microbiological analysis of 

the salmon samples, as shown in Figure 60, shows that the limit of 106 is reached at 

164 hours.  
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Figure 60: Total viable count of salmon as a function of time 

Upon arrival box 2 (DHL) was kept constantly under variable conditions. The 

following figure shows the TTI response, expressed as dE and the storage 

temperature of the salmon filets as a function of time (Figure 61).  
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Figure 61: TTI response and the storage temperature of the salmon filets 

transported with DHL 

Both labels, charged at 1 and 2s, show an exponential decay in their colour intensity. 

After 122 hours after charging, the TTIs charged for 1s and also for 2s show no 

further decay in dE. The plateau level was reached by both charging times after 122 

hours. The microbiological analysis of the salmon filet samples shows that the limit of 

106, as indicated by the TTIs, is reached at 122 hours. In parallel, microbiological 

analysis was carried out.  

The microbiological analysis of the salmon samples, as shown in Figure 62, shows 

that the limit of 106 in total viable counts is reached after 122 hours (approximately 5 

days).  
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Figure 62: Total viable count of salmon stored at variable temperatures as a function 

of time 

The spoilage of the sample was also visible from the texture of the fish (Figure 63).  

 

Figure 63: Texture of salmon filet after 5 days 
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NTUA conducted application and validation of the TTI based chill chain management 

system on shelf-life optimization of vacuum packed fresh tuna. The objective of the 

study was to establish a validated kinetic model of spoilage bacteria growth of 

packed raw tuna in the range of 0 to 15°C and to ev aluate the applicability of the TTI 

based system to improve tuna product quality at the time of consumption in 

comparison to the conventional first in first out (FIFO) approach.  

Growth of the responsible for spoilage lactic acid bacteria (LAB) on vacuum packed 

chilled tuna loins at controlled isothermal conditions (0, 5, 10 and 15°C) was 

measured with appropriate sampling and plating techniques and  kinetically 

modelled. The models developed from the studies at isothermal conditions were 

validated at dynamic temperature conditions. The tested time-temperature scenario 

consisted of three repetitive isothermal steps: 5h at 2°C, 3h at 5°C and 4h at 9°C (the 

effective temperature was 5.4°C).   

In order to test the potential use of TTIs in monitoring the shelf-life of tuna, the 

following experiment was designed. 60 samples of VP raw tuna loins were used. For 

experimental evaluation of the use of TTI, on half of 30 samples of VP raw tuna loins, 

TTIs, of appropriate response characteristics, were attached at packing time. All 

products were stored in programmable cabinets simulating the conditions of the real 

chill chain from production to the point of consumption. The simulated chill chain 

conditions consisted of 5 different time-temperature scenarios that were conducted in 

controlled temperature cabinets (Sanyo MIR 153, Sanyo Electric Co, Ora-Gun, 

Gunma, Japan) and they are illustrated in Figure 64. 
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Figure 64: Field test simulated chill chain conditions 

 

Products were split at a designated decision time, 48 hours from packing 

(corresponding to the distribution centre) and followed a simulated path to a ‘local’ 

and a ‘distant’ market. Products were split in half and stored for 3 different short 

times (local market scenario) and 3 longer times (distant market scenario) at different 

temperature conditions. 

The OnVu A1 TTI (Ciba Specialty Chemicals & Freshpoint, SW) was used, designed 

to expire within 4 days at 5ºC (Ea=124KJ/mol). Colour change readings of the 

attached TTIs were taken throughout the field test at appropriate time corresponding 

to critical stage of the actual transportation process (e.g. distribution center) at a 

designated decision time, 48 hours after meat product packaging. TTI visual readings 

were conducted with appropriate TTI colour reference scales, constructed from TTIs 

inactivated at a certain level.  

48 hours after product packaging (assumed as time that products leave the central 

distribution centre) the samples were split in half and promoted to two different 

destinations with different transport duration, a distant and a local one. TTI handled 

products’ split was based on TTI response (colour stage) translated into temperature 

history based on TTI kinetics. According to the TTI concept (Koutsoumanis, Taoukis 

and Nychas, 2005), the more temperature burdened products were diverted to the 
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‘local’ market shortening their life cycle in order to be consumed first. The 30 tuna 

products handled with the FIFO (First In First Out) approach were split randomly. 

After split all 60 samples were stored at 2 storage cabinets at 4°C and 8°C for 

different times simulating the different final consumption times of products sold at the 

local and the distant market.  

Microbiological analyses of the respective tuna samples were conducted at the 6 

different stages. Products that were ‘sold at the local market’ were microbiologically 

analyzed at 24, 48 and 72 hours after the split. Products ‘sold at the distant market’ 

were microbiologically analyzed 84, 108 and 132 hours after the split. Lactic acid 

bacteria level was measured at the end of storage period (assumed as time of 

consumption). 

Growth was modelled using the Baranyi equation (Baranyi and Roberts, 1995) and 

temperature dependence of the exponential growth rate by the Arrhenius function, 

Figure 65 and Figure 66).  
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Figure 65: Development of lactic acid bacteria on raw tuna loins vacuum packed at 

0, 5, 10 and 15°C 
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Figure 66: Arrhenius plot for the effect of temperature on the specific growth rate of 

lactic acid bacteria on raw tuna loins stored in vacuum 

 

The Ea parameter was estimated at 101kJ/mol (R2=0.9775). The end of shelf-life, as 

established by sensory evaluation, coincided with an average level of 6,5 log LAB at 

24, 11, 5 and 2d at 0, 5, 10 and 15°C respectively,  with an initial LAB count of 102.  

Results from variable temperature experiment were in good agreement with the 

prediction of the models developed from the isothermal experiments. 

SMAS system and FIFO approach were applied on VP raw tuna loins. The 

effectiveness of the TTI based system was evaluated based on the level of lactic acid 

bacteria at the end of storage. Samples with lactic acid bacteria level above 6,5 log 

cfu/g were characterized as spoiled. The initial level of lactic acid bacteria was 2,2 

log cfu/g. In Figure 67 the calculated counts of lactic acid bacteria for the ‘local’ and 

‘distant’ market samples are illustrated.  
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Figure 67: Calculated lactic acid bacteria log counts in VP raw tuna loins samples 

promoted to the ‘local’ and the ‘distant’ market based on FIFO and TTI based 

approach 

With FIFO approach 3 out of 30 samples -‘local’ and ‘distant’ promoted- (10%) 

reached the spoilage level at the end of storage period. When the TTI based sorting 

is applied, none of the 30 samples reached the spoilage level, practically eliminating 

the number of rejected products before the ‘time of consumption’. 

In Figure 4 the observed Lactic acid bacteria log counts of VP raw tuna loins samples 

at the ‘time of consumption’ is depicted.  
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Figure 68: Distribution of the calculated lactic acid bacteria log counts in VP raw tuna 

loins samples based on FIFO and SMAS approach 
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In total (for both ‘local’ and ‘distant’ market) TTI based system resulted in reducing 

the number of spoiled products. In conclusion, the conducted simulated field test 

demonstrates the applicability of the TTI based approach to improve the fish chill 

chain. The overall field test result showed that the TTI based sorting at a decision 

point resulted in substantially reducing the spoiled products at the time of 

consumption in comparison with the conventional FIFO approach. 

 

VTT performed pilot trials with marinated salmon trout cuts and cold smoked salmon 

slices.  

Marinated salmon trout cuts  

Aim 

Depending on the season and the prices of the raw material, commercial marinated 

salmon trout cut products can be produced either from fresh or frozen fish from 

different sources. The quality and freshness of raw material is likely to be of great 

importance to the shelf-life of end product as well as to the correspondence between 

indicator colour change and deterioration of the product quality. The potential 

variation in the raw material was considered as a major challenge in the 

implementation of the time-temperature indicators for this particular product. The 

main aim of this third storage test (pilot trial) with marinated salmon trout cuts was to 

investigate the effect of different raw material on the shelf-life of marinated product 

and to validate the performance of the time-temperature indicator (TTI) on the 

products made from different raw materials. 

 

Experimental design  

Raw materials from different sources were used in the pilot trial and have been listed 

in Table 26. 
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Table 26:  Test arrangements of the pilot trial with marinated salmon trout   

Test 

number 

Raw material Storage 

temperature (˚C) 

1 fresh salmon trout from Finland 2 ˚C 

2 frozen salmon trout from Finland 2 ˚C 

3 frozen salmon trout from Chile 2 ˚C 

4 fresh salmon trout from Finland 8 ˚C 

5 frozen salmon trout from Finland 8 ˚C 

6 frozen salmon trout from Chile 8 ˚C 

Frozen 

reference  

fresh salmon trout from Finland, samples used 

in sensory evaluation 

-20 ˚C 

 

Samples (as commercial packages) were produced and packaged in modified 

atmosphere packages (á 200-300 g) at SME Kuopion Kalatuote (Kuopio). The day 

after processing and packaging the samples were transported to VTT in refrigerated 

lorry. During transport, temperature was recorded by a data logger. The commercial 

shelf-life of the product was 7 days at 3˚C. 

 

Immediately after arrival to VTT several indicators activated using different UV-doses 

as described below were attached on the package surface:  

• Indicator B1+  071031 charged 1, 2, 3 and 4 seconds with OnVu (3 replicates 

each) 

• also A1 indicators (an earlier batch, used in second test series with cold 

smoked salmon [October 2006] and marinated salmon trout [March 2007]) 

activated 10 seconds (3 replicates) 

 

Samples were stored in two different temperatures representing the optimal and 

abused storage temperatures in the cold-chain. Samples were stored for 19 days in 

the dark, though the colour of the TTIs was measured also after 22 days of storage. 

During the experiment temperature in the storage facilities was recorded at 10 

minutes interval by data loggers (Tinyview Plus Gemini, Gemini Data Loggers, UK).  
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The oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in the head-space of the marinated 

salmon trout cut packages (6 replicate packages of each test sample each time) 

were measured using Dansensor Check Mate 9900 (PDI-Dansensor A/S, Denmark). 

 

The following freshness parameters were used to characterize the spoilage process 

of marinated salmon trout cuts, basically the methods were as described before in 

Deliverables 8 and 9:  

• Microbiological analysis: 

- Psychrophilic aerobic bacteria  

Plate count agar incubated at 7 ± 1°C for 10 d under aerobic conditions 

- Lactic acid bacteria  

MRS agar incubated at 30 ± 1 °C for 72 ± 2 h at an atmosphere with 5% CO2 

- Enterobacteriaceae  

VRBG agar incubated at 37 ± 1 °C for 48 ± 2 h under aerobic conditions 

-   Listeria monocytogenes  

Two-phase enrichment procedure in Fraser broth followed by selective culturing on 

LMBA agar and Oxford agar (37 ± 1 °C, 48 ± 2 h) and confirmation tests. 

• pH measurement 

• Sensory evaluation of fish products (quality attributes as indicated in Table 

26). 

 

For time-temperature indicators following measurements were carried out:  

• Colour measurement with Eye-One Pro colorimeter (X-Rite, Switzerland, 

measuring conditions: D50, 2˚)  

• Sensory evaluation of the darkness of time-temperature indicators  

 

The panel (8-12 assessors) that evaluated the quality fish products evaluated also 

the darkness of the indicators. The scale used with indicators was an unstructured 

line scale anchored from the ends and middle (+5 = clearly darker than reference, 0 = 

as dark as reference, -5 = clearly lighter than reference). Freshly activated indicator 

(B1+, activation time 10 seconds) was used as +5 reference colour in marinated 

salmon series. The -5 reference sample was a non-activated indicator.   
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Table 27:  The quality attributes and scales of sensory evaluation of marinated 

salmon trout cuts. An unstructured line scale (0 to 10; anchored from their ends). 

• Marinated salmon trout cuts  

 

A. Odour 

Intensity of lemon aroma 

Freshness of aroma  

Intensity of hydrogen sulphide odour  

Intensity of possible off-odour (other than hydrogen sulphide odour) 

 

B. Appearance 

Redness of colour 

 

Estimation of shelf-life and data analysis 

Shelf-life of marinated salmon trout cuts was estimated at different storage 

temperatures with regard to microbiological and sensory quality by determining the 

cut-off time, i.e. the time required until quality of the product deteriorated to level 

which was considered unacceptable. 

For marinated salmon trout cuts, the limit values applied were 107 cfu/g 

(psychrophilic aerobic bacteria and lactic acid bacteria), or 104 cfu/g (enterobacteria), 

respectively. Using linear regression analysis and calculating by interpolation, the 

time required to reach the limit value level the shelf-life could be estimated.  

Overall quality of marinated salmon trout cuts in MA was calculated as an average 

from freshness of aroma and hydrogen sulphide odour (reversed scale). Cut-off value 

for the overall quality was determined from the quality reduction – time plot by 

statistical analysis (t-test). Storage time required for reaching the cut-off level was 

calculated by regression analysis of quality-time plot. For marinated salmon trout cuts 

it was 6.0.  

To compare the suitability of time-temperature indicators and product deterioration 

rate correlations between different analysis results were calculated. The correlation 

calculations were also used to compare visual and instrumental TTI colour change 

evaluations with each other.  
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Results 

a. Storage temperature 

After short transportation to VTT (indicated with blue line in Figure 69, mean 

temperature 5.1˚C), sample packages were stored in two constant temperatures, the 

calculated real mean temperatures were 2.4˚C and 7.4˚C, for the higher and lower 

temperatures, respectively.  
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Figure 69:  Temperature follow-up during the cold storage of marinated salmon trout 

cuts in MAP at different storage temperatures. 

Head-space composition  

Concentration of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the package head-space was 

measured as a function of time throughout the storage (Figure 70). Residual oxygen 

in all sample packages was 0–5%. In all samples, the potential residual oxygen was 

consumed through microbial action by 13d. Original level of carbon dioxide (CO2) 

was 10–15%, however, after certain period of storage CO2 started to accumulate. 

The initiation of the CO2 accumulation started already after 5 days when product from 

frozen Chilean raw material was stored at +8°C. In the same conditions, CO2 

accumulation from fresh domestic raw material initiated after 9 days. In the low 

temperature samples, the CO2 accumulation started only after 9 days (Chilean) or 

was negligible.  
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O2 concentration in marinated salmon trout packages 
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Figure 70:  Oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in the packages. 

 

Sensory quality 

Overall quality of marinated salmon trout cuts in MA was calculated as an average 

from freshness of aroma and hydrogen sulphide odour (reversed scale) (Figure 71). 

In previous test series 2 with marinated salmon trout cuts also redness of colour was 

used in calculation of overall sensory quality, but since the colour redness of different 

raw material fish types differed from each other from the beginning of the storage 

test, the colour would not have been suitable attribute indicating quality deterioration 

during storage. Cut-off value for the overall quality was determined from the quality 

reduction – time plot by statistical analysis. For marinated salmon trout cuts in this 

series the cut-off was 6.0. Storage time required for reaching the cut-off level was 

calculated by regression analysis of quality-time plot. 
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Marinated salmon trout cuts 3 - Overall sensory qua lity  
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Figure 71:  Overall sensory quality of marinated salmon trout cuts. 

 

From the point of sensory quality, the quality remained above the threshold value 

throughout the commercial shelf-life except the samples manufactured using frozen 

Chilean raw material and stored at +8°C. As expecte d the sensory quality of the 

samples manufactured using fresh domestic raw material was most stable.  

Microbiological quality 

As expected based on the two previous storage tests, the microbiological quality of 

the marinated salmon trout cuts seemed to be more sensitive than the sensory 

quality. Again, the domestic fresh raw material resulted to the best storage stability of 

the product (Figure 72).   

Shelf-life threshold values were 107 cfu/g for lactic acid bacteria and psychrophilic 

bacteria and 104 cfu/g for enterobacteria. The threshold criteria were very clearly met 

by fresh domestic raw material when stored at +2°C.  However, the samples 

manufactured from frozen raw material were only just acceptable at the end of the 

shelf-life even when stored adequately at +2°C.  

A range of positive Listeria spp. findings were made during the storage time (Table 

28). Except the products prepared of fresh domestic raw material and stored at 2˚C, 

L. innocua was found fairly frequently in all samples analyzed during the follow-up. 

However, pathogenic L.monocytogenes was only detected in the products prepared 

from imported raw material.  First positive L. monocytogenes findings were made 

already after 5 days of storage, both at 2˚C and 8˚C. The positive findings at such an 
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early phase of storage might be attributable to initial contamination of the batch of 

raw material with L. monocytogenes. 

Marinated salmon trout cuts 3 - Enterobacteriaceae
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Figure 72:  Microbiological quality of marinated salmon trout cuts. 
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Table 28:  Listeria monocytogenes (L.m.) and L. innocua (L.i.) findings in marinated 

salmon trout cuts. 

                                      Storage time 
Sample  1d 5 d 9 d 13 d 16 d 19 d 

  L.m. L.i. L.m. L.i. L.m. L.i. L.m. L.i. L.m. L.i. L.m. L.i. 
1a: fresh Finnish at 2˚C   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
1 b: fresh Finnish at 2˚C  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
2 a: frozen Finnish at 2˚C  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  +   -  +   -  - 
2 b: frozen Finnish at 2˚C  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  +   -  +  
3 a: frozen Chilean at 2˚C  -  -  +   +   +   -  -  -  +   -  -  - 
3 b: frozen Chilean at 2˚C  -  +  +   -  +   +   -  -  -  -  +   - 
4 a: fresh Finnish at 8˚C   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  +   -  +   -  - 
4 b: fresh Finnish at 8˚C  -  -  -  -  -  +   -  -  -  -  -  +  
5 a: frozen Finnish at 8˚C  -  -  -  +   -  -  -  +   -  -  -  - 
5 b: frozen Finnish at 8˚C  -  -  -  +   -  -  -  -  -  +   -  +  
6 a: frozen Chilean at 8˚C  -  -  -  -  -  -  +   -  -  -  +   - 
6 b: frozen Chilean at 8˚C  -  -  +   +   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  +  

 

Shelf-life 

Shelf-life of the marinated salmon trout cuts in respect to the microbiological and 

sensory quality of the product was determined by regression analysis (Table 29).  

The analysis confirmed the result already visible in the observation of the product 

quality vs. time curves: in marinated salmon trout cuts the quality was primarily 

determined by microbiological stability of the product. The shelf-life of the product 

was limited mostly by the number of Enterobactericeae. By far the longest shelf-life 

was obtained with fresh domestic raw material combined to optimised storage at 

+2°C. From the microbiological point of view the fr ozen raw materials (domestic vs. 

Chilean) did not differ very much. However, interestingly, the sensory quality of the 

domestic frozen raw material was always better than the corresponding sample from 

Chilean raw material. 
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Table 29:  Shelf-life estimates based on microbiological and sensory quality criteria of 

marinated salmon trout cuts. The estimates are calculated using the average result of 

parallel samples. 

Test  Quality indicator  Shelf -life  
(hours) 

 
(days) 

1: 2˚C, fresh Finnish Psychrophilic bacteria 442 18.4 
 Lactic acid bacteria 573 23.9 
 Enterobacteriaceae 336 14.0 
 Overall sensory quality 883 36.8 
    
2: 2˚C, frozen Finnish Psychrophilic bacteria 180 7.5 
 Lactic acid bacteria 363 15.1 
 Enterobacteriaceae 189 7.9 
 Overall sensory quality 542 22.6 
    
3: 2˚C, frozen Chilean Psychrophilic bacteria 184 7.7 
 Lactic acid bacteria 291 12.1 
 Enterobacteriaceae 198 8.3 
 Overall sensory quality 236 9.8 
    
4: 8˚C, fresh Finnish Psychrophilic bacteria 190 7.9 
 Lactic acid bacteria 250 10.4 
 Enterobacteriaceae 118 4.9 
 Overall sensory quality 279 11.6 
    
5: 8˚C, frozen Finnish Psychrophilic bacteria 134 5.6 
 Lactic acid bacteria 206 8.6 
 Enterobacteriaceae 92 3.8 
 Overall sensory quality 260 10.8 
    
6: 8˚C, frozen Chilean Psychrophilic bacteria 134 5.6 
 Lactic acid bacteria 158 6.6 
 Enterobacteriaceae 101 4.2 
 Overall sensory quality 150 6.2 
 

Indicator colour change 

Indicator colour was measured with EyeOne colorimeter (L*, a* and b*) as a function 

of storage time. Storage temperature as well as the activation time had a clear effect 

on the colour change of the “B1+071031” indicators expressed as ∆E value (Figure 

73). 
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Figure 73:  Colour change of the B1+071031 indicators (as ∆E), the effect of 

activation time and storage time and temperature 

 

Since in real distribution chain the indicators are most likely judged based on visual 

inspection only, the colour of the indicators was evaluated by the sensory panel as 

well. The reference colour was chosen from NCS colour system in such a way that it 

was as close as possible to the end point colour of the indicators as specified in 

Freshlabel project (L*=69, a*=-7, b*=-5). Sensory evaluation of the indicators 

revealed a clear difference between the samples stored in low and high temperatures 

(Figure 74). For instance the indicator activated for 2 s seemed to indicate for 5d 

shelf-life at +8°C and 13d shelf-life at +2°C, corr esponding shelf-lives based on 

microbiological quality being 4.9d and 14d respectively. The development of the 

indicator colour as a function of storage time is shown in Table 30.  The effect of the 

storage temperature and the activation time are clearly reflected in the indicator 

colours.  

The correlation between the sensory evaluation of the indicator darkness and the 

instrumental colour measurement as L-value or as ∆E value was very good (Table 

31). The exception from this was only the indicator with 1 s activation time. 
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Table 30:  Scanned indicators (B1+ 071031) attached in marinated salmon trout 

packages. 

Day 0 1 5 7 9 13 16 19 22 

2°C, 1 s 
         

2°C, 2 s 
         

2°C, 3 s 
         

2°C, 4 s 
         

8°C, 1 s 
 

 

       

8°C, 2 s 
 

 

       

8°C, 3 s 
 

 

       

8°C, 4 s 
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Sensory evaluation: darkness of the indicators  (indicator B1+ 071031) 
Reference colour: L*=68,7; a*=-8,1; b*=-4,5 

(number S3010-B30G in NCS colour system) 
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Figure 74:  Sensory evaluation of the darkness of the indicator B1+ 071031 during 

storage compared to reference colour. Scanned indicator pictures represent the 

evaluation points of the darkest and lightest indicators. Reference colour was 

selected from NCS colour system to match the earlier specified end point colour of 

the indicator (L*= 69, a*=-7, b*=-5) as well as possible. Reference for +5 was an 

indicator freshly activated for 10 seconds and for -5 a non-activated indicator.   
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Table 31:  Correlation between instrumentally measured colour (L* and ∆E) and 

visual evaluation of indicator darkness. Number above: correlation coeffiecient 

(Pearson), number below: statistical significance of correlation (2-tailed). 

 L, TTI 1s L, TTI 2s L, TTI 3s L, TTI 4s 
DE, TTI 

1s 
DE, TTI 

2s 
DE, TTI 

3s 
DE, TTI 

4s 
L*, TTI 1s 1 0.513 0.626(*) 0.629(*) 0.651(**) 0.526(*) 0.583(*) 0.507 
   0.051 0.013 0.012 0.009 0.044 0.022 0.054 
L*, TTI 2s 0.513 1 0.902(**) 0.925(**) 0.812(**) 0.949(**) 0.930(**) 0.920(**) 
  0.051  0 0 0 0 0 0 
L*, TTI 3s 0.626(*) 0.902(**) 1 0.915(**) 0.906(**) 0.949(**) 0.983(**) 0.943(**) 
  0.013 0  0 0 0 0 0 
L*, TTI 4s 0.629(*) 0.925(**) 0.915(**) 1 0.816(**) 0.940(**) 0.930(**) 0.944(**) 
  0.012 0 0  0 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 1s 0.651(**) 0.812(**) 0.906(**) 0.816(**) 1 0.893(**) 0.919(**) 0.858(**) 
  0.009 0 0 0  0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 2s 0.526(*) 0.949(**) 0.949(**) 0.940(**) 0.893(**) 1 0.983(**) 0.974(**) 
  0.044 0 0 0 0  0 0 
∆E, TTI 3s 0.583(*) 0.930(**) 0.983(**) 0.930(**) 0.919(**) 0.983(**) 1 0.969(**) 
  0.022 0 0 0 0 0  0 
∆E, TTI 4s 0.507 0.920(**) 0.943(**) 0.944(**) 0.858(**) 0.974(**) 0.969(**) 1 
  0.054 0 0 0 0 0 0  
TTI 1s, visual   -0.414 -0.884(**) -0.913(**) -0.878(**) -0.886(**) -0.933(**) -0.932(**) -0.896(**) 
 darkness 0.125 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TTI 2s, visual   -0.513 -0.870(**) -0.955(**) -0.882(**) -0.909(**) -0.933(**) -0.961(**) -.0915(**) 
 darkness 0.051 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TTI 3s, visual   -0.628(*) -0.860(**) -0.944(**) -0.915(**) -0.890(**) -0.917(**) -0.949(**) -0.920(**) 
 darkness 0.012 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TTI 4s, visual   -0.598(*) -0.893(**) -0.931(**) -0.919(**) -0.838(**) -0.929(**) -0.942(**) -0.916(**) 
 darkness  0.018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*   Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).    
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Correlation between the indicator colour change and  product quality  

Finally, the correlation between the indicator colour change (determined either by 

instrumental measurement or by visual evaluation) and the product quality was 

determined with correlation analysis (Table 32). It could be seen that the quality 

deterioration of the product, particularly the microbiological quality of the product 

correlated very well with colour change of the indicators (for all studied raw 

materials). Again here, the exception was the indicator activated for 1 s, probably due 

to the very fast reaction of the indicator.  
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Table 32:  Correlation between indicator colour (∆E and visual evaluation) and quality 

of marinated salmon trout cuts (all raw materials combined to the calculation ). 

Number above: correlation coeffiecient (Pearson), number below: statistical 

significance of correlation (2-tailed). 

 
Overall sensory 

quality 
Psychrophilic 

bacteria 
Lactic acid 

bacteria 
Entero -

bacteriaceae 
∆E, TTI 1s -0.503(**) 0.723(**) 0.743(**) 0.788(**) 
 0.002 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 2s -0.669(**) 0.804(**) 0.870(**) 0.889(**) 
 0 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 3s -0.634(**) 0.774(**) 0.849(**) 0.873(**) 
 0 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 4s -0.638(**) 0.765(**) 0.844(**) 0.849(**) 
 0 0 0 0 
TTI 1s, visual darkness 0.631(**) -0.797(**) -0.819(**) -0.844(**) 
 0 0 0 0 
TTI 2s, visual darkness 0.652(**) -0.759(**) -0.806(**) -0.840(**) 
 0 0 0 0 
TTI 3s, visual darkness 0.682(**) -0.755(**) -0.827(**) -0.827(**) 
 0 0 0 0 
TTI 4s, visual darkness 0.708(**) -0.774(**) -0.874(**) -0.877(**) 
 0 0 0 0 
*   Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).    
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).     
 

Furthermore, when the correlation was calculated separately for each raw material 

(values for domestic fresh and frozen raw material shown in Table 33– Table 34) 

even better correlations could be obtained.   
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Table 33:  Correlation between indicator colour (∆E and visual evaluation) and quality 

of marinated salmon trout cuts produced from fresh domestic  raw material. Number 

above: correlation coeffiecient (Pearson), number below: statistical significance of 

correlation (2-tailed). 

 
Overall sensory 

quality 
Psychrophilic 

bacteria 
Lactic acid 

bacteria 
Entero-

bacteriaceae 
∆E, TTI 1s -0.455 0.792(**) 0.740(**) 0.796(**) 
 0.137 0.001 0.004 0.001 
∆E, TTI 2s -0.694(*) 0.944(**) 0.893(**) 0.948(**) 
 0.012 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 3s -0.670(*) 0.922(**) 0.887(**) 0.941(**) 
 0.017 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 4s -0.664(*) 0.920(**) 0.870(**) 0.916(**) 
 0.019 0 0 0 
TTI 1s, visual  0.642(*) -0.871(**) -0.782(**) -0.865(**) 
darkness 0.024 0 0.002 0 
TTI 2s, visual  0.712(**) -0.871(**) -0.833(**) -0.892(**) 
darkness 0.009 0 0 0 
TTI 3s, visual  0.744(**) -0.890(**) -0.850(**) -0.888(**) 
darkness 0.006 0 0 0 
TTI 4s, visual 0.815(**) -0.949(**) -0.930(**) -0.964(**) 
darkness 0.001 0 0 0 
*   Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).    
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

Table 34:  Correlation between indicator colour (∆E and visual evaluation) and quality 

of marinated salmon trout cuts produced from frozen domestic  raw material. 

Number above: correlation coeffiecient (Pearson), number below: statistical 

significance of correlation (2-tailed). 

 
Overall sensory 

quality 
Psychrophilic 
bacteria 

Lactic acid 
bacteria 

Entero-
bacteriaceae 

∆E, TTI 1s -0.586(*) 0.842(**) 0.776(**) 0.873(**) 
 0.045 0 0.002 0 
∆E, TTI 2s -0.808(**) 0.894(**) 0.897(**) 0.942(**) 
 0.001 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 3s -0.748(**) 0.855(**) 0.868(**) 0.923(**) 
 0.005 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 4s -0.796(**) 0.835(**) 0.866(**) 0.893(**) 
 0.002 0 0 0 
TTI 1s, visual 0.727(**) -0.918(**) -0.865(**) -0.915(**) 
darkness 0.007 0 0 0 
TTI 2s, visual  0.738(**) -0.856(**) -0.825(**) -0.912(**) 
darkness 0.006 0 0.001 0 
TTI 3s, visual  0.811(**) -0.832(**) -0.846(**) -0.888(**) 
darkness 0.001 0 0 0 
TTI 4s, visual 0.839(**) -0.837(**) -0.894(**) -0.929(**) 
darkness 0.001 0 0 0 
*   Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).    
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Conclusions 

It was confirmed that marinated salmon trout cuts are microbiologically sensitive 

products and that the maintenance of low storage temperature has an important role 

in the quality maintenance of the product. The type of raw material used (fresh vs. 

frozen) seemed to have a considerable effect to the quality maintenance. The 

microbiological quality, especially the number of Enterobactericeae seemed to be the 

restricting factor of the quality maintenance. 

Since in real distribution chains the indicators are most likely judged based on visual 

inspection only, the colour of the indicators was also evaluated visually by the 

sensory panel as well. The correlation between the sensory evaluation of the 

indicator darkness and the instrumental measurement (as L*-value or as ∆E value) 

was found to be good.  

It could also be seen that the quality deterioration rate of the marinated salmon trout 

cuts, particularly the microbiological quality of the product correlated very well with 

the colour change rate of the indicators.  The rate of the indicator colour change 

seemed to be suitable despite the origin of the raw material. However, as the shelf-

life varied considerably along the raw material type, it should be recommended that 

indicator end-point should be optimised separately for each type of raw material 

used. In this trial a good match between the shelf-life of the product from fresh 

domestic raw material and end-point of an indicator activated for 2 s could be 

verified.   

As an overall conclusion the indicators seemed to be suitable for quality evaluation of 

marinated salmon trout cuts. 

 

Cold smoked salmon slices 

On the basis of the previous test runs with cold smoked salmon slices, it was known 

that the product is very stable during its commercial shelf-life. However, if cold-chain 

is not constant the occurrence of quality and safety problems is likely to increase.  

In this pilot test, the focus was to confirm the capability of the indicators to detect the 

failures in the cold-chain and to study if it is possible to link the indicator colour 

change to the quality deterioration of the product.   
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Experimental design 

Samples of cold smoked salmon were packaged at the processing plant (SAFU, 

Myrskylä) and immediately labelled with time-temperature indicators and transported 

and stored according the schemes presented in Figure T and Table X. Due to the 

productional reasons the indicator activation had to be carried out ~18 h before the 

actual package labelling. The indicators B1+ 071031 used in this test series were 

charged for 3, 5, and 15 seconds with OnVu (3 replicates each). Two sheets of white 

shelf-adhesive labels were stuck under the indicator labels to inhibit the colour of 

product or packaging to affect the colour measurement. The sample packages of test 

1 were taken into a real cold chain (refrigerated lorry and cold storages in distribution 

chain) immediately after packaging, and the samples of other tests were driven in a 

car in refrigerated boxes to VTT (in appr. 1.5h). During transport and storage 

temperatures were recorded by data loggers. In tests 1 and 2 additional loggers were 

used to measure temperatures inside fish product. The commercial shelf-life of the 

product was 18 days at 3˚C. 
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Figure 75:  Storage test plan for cold smoked salmon slices with TTIs. 

 

Temperature schemes for tests 1 to 5 have been presented in Table 35 below. 
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Table 35:  Descriptions of different storage conditions 

Test 1  Real cold chain, then at constant 4 ˚C 
After packaging samples moved in real cold chain with commercial fish packages first to the 
wholesaler’s storage (for overnight) and from there to retail trader’s storage (5 days). From 
there the samples were transported to laboratory and stored at constant 4˚C (NB: actual 
measured temperature appr. 3˚C). 
 

Test 2  Constant 4 ˚C 
Like test 1, but samples were transported directly after packaging to laboratory and stored 
there at constant 4˚C. 
 

Test 3  Variation in  temperat ure , scheme A  (same as in test series 2 with cold smoked salmon) 
• transportation to laboratory 
• 12˚C 1 h (simulating unloading from lorry to wholesaler’s storage)  
• 4˚C 19 h (wholesaler’s storage) 
• 12˚C 1 h (uploading) 
• 8˚C 3 h (second transportation) 
• 12˚C 1 h (unloading) 
• 4˚C 11 d (at grocery shop)  
• 20˚C 3 h (delivery to home) 
• 8˚C for the rest of the time (home refrigerator) 
 

Test 4  Variation in  temperature , scheme B (some problems in cold chain) 
• transportation to laboratory 
• 12˚C 1 h (unloading) 
• 8˚C 5 d (too warm counter at grocery shop) 
• 4˚C 3 d (still at grocery shop) 
• 20˚C 3 h (delivery to home) 
• 8˚C for the rest of the time (home refrigerator) 

 
Test 5  Variation in  temperature , scheme C (serious problems in cold chain) 

• transportation to laboratory 
• 20˚C 4 h (unloading) 
• 8˚C 5 d (too warm counter at grocery shop) 
• 12˚C 3 d (refrigeration problem) 
• 20˚C 3 h (delivery to home) 
• 8˚C for the rest of the time (home refrigerator) 

 
 

The following freshness parameters were used to characterize the spoilage process 

of cold smoked salmon slices: 

• Microbiological analysis: as in marinated salmon trout cut series 

• pH measurement 

• Sensory evaluation of fish products (Table 36) 

For time-temperature indicators following measurements were carried out:  

• Colour measurement with Eye-One Pro colorimeter (X-Rite, Switzerland, 

measuring conditions: D50, 2˚)  

• Sensory evaluation of the darkness of time-temperature indicators (as 

described in the pilot test procedure for marinated salmon trout cuts, but using 

as the +5 reference an indicator activated for 15 seconds) 
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Table 36:  The quality attributes and scales of sensory evaluation of marinated 

salmon trout cuts. An unstructured line scale (0 to 10; anchored from their ends). 

Cold smoked salmon slices  
 
A. Odour 
Intensity of smoke aroma Not strong at all ----- Extremely strong 
Freshness of aroma Not fresh at all ----- Very fresh 
Intensity of hydrogen sulphide odour Not strong at all ----- Extremely strong 
Intensity of rancid odour Not strong at all ----- Extremely strong 
Intensity of other possible off-odour Not strong at all ----- Extremely strong 
 
B. Appearance 
Redness of colour Grey ----- Red 
Brightness of colour Opaque ----- Bright 
Darkness of edges Light ----- Dark 
  
 

Estimation of shelf-life and data analysis 

Shelf-life of cold smoked, dry salted salmon slices in vacuum was estimated at 

different storage temperatures with regard to microbiological and sensory quality by 

determining the cut-off time, i.e. the time required until quality of the product 

deteriorated to level which was considered unacceptable.  

For the cold-smoked, dry-salted salmon slices consumed as ready-to-eat food, the 

limit values used for microbiological quality were106 cfu/g (number of psychrophilic 

aerobic bacteria and lactic acid bacteria), or 104 cfu/g (enterobacteria). Using linear 

regression analysis and calculating by interpolation the time required to reach the 

limit value level the shelf-life could be estimated.  

Overall sensory quality of cold smoked salmon slices was calculated as an average 

of the key parameters, i.e. freshness of aroma, hydrogen sulphide odour (reversed 

scale) and brightness of colour. Shelf-life limiting cut-off value for the overall quality 

was determined by statistical analysis. For cold smoked salmon in this test series the 

cut-off value was 6.0. Storage time required for reaching the cut-off level was 

calculated from the quality reduction – time plot by regression analysis.  

To compare the suitability of time-temperature indicators and product deterioration 

rate correlations between different analysis results were calculated. These correlation 

calculations were also used to compare visual and instrumental TTI colour change 

evaluations with each other.  
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RESULTS 

Storage temperature 

Test 1 was carried out in a real distribution chain until day 6, after that the samples 

were transported to constant temperature conditions. Based on the results, the cold-

chain was constant in this particular case. In tests 3, 4 and 5 sample packages were 

moved during the first two weeks of storage from one temperature to another to 

simulate real cold chains. The calculated mean temperatures at quality inspection 

dates are presented in Table 37. 

 

Table 37:  Mean temperatures of different tests at inspection dates 

 7d 13d 21d 28d 
Test 1 3.3 2.7 2.5 2.4 
Test 2 4.5 4.2 4.2 4.0 
Test 3 5.1 6.1 6.7 6.9 
Test 4 7.6 6.5 7.0 7.2 
Test 5 8.9 8.6 8.2 7.9 
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Figure 76:  Temperature follow-up during the cold storage of cold smoked, dry salted 

salmon slices packed in vacuum at different storage temperatures. 
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Figure 77:  Temperature follow-up during the cold storage of cold smoked, dry salted 

salmon slices packed in vacuum in Test 1 (a) and Test 2. In Tests 1 and 2 the 

sensors of the data loggers situated inside the cardboard box and inside the fish in a 

vacuum package. In Test 1 yet another sensor was outside the cardboard box 

measuring temperature of vehicle / storage facilities. 

 

Sensory quality 

Overall sensory quality of cold smoked, dry salted salmon slices in vacuum was 

calculated as an average of the key parameters, i.e. freshness of aroma, hydrogen 

sulphide odour (reversed scale) and brightness of colour. Shelf-life limiting cut-off 

value for the overall quality was determined by statistical analysis. For cold smoked 

salmon in this series cut-off value was 6. Storage time required for reaching the cut-

off level was calculated from the quality reduction – time plot by regression analysis. 

Basically only the sensory quality of the samples from test 5 representing the cold-

chain with serious problems was approaching the quality threshold during 20 days 

storage (commercial shelf-life being 18 d) (Figure 78). 
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Cold smoked salmon slices 3 - Overall sensory quali ty
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Figure 78:  Overall sensory quality of marinated salmon trout cuts. 

 

Microbiological quality 

Cold smoked salmon slices were also extremely stable with respect to their 

microbiological quality. Basically, the number of both lactic acid bacteria and 

psychrophilic bacteria remained on relatively low level throughout the test period in 

all studied test conditions and the differences between the different storage 

temperatures were very low (Figure 79). Of all the fish samples tested during the 

shelf-life study only in one individual sample (test 4 after 28d) the count of 

psychrophilic bacteria exceeded level 106 (cfu/g). The levels of lactic acid bacteria 

remained below 106 (cfu/g) in all the samples at all storage temperatures during 28 

days of storage. In the case of cold smoked salmon the variation between the 

individual packages is likely to be relatively high since each sample originates from 

individual fish. During the storage Listeria spp. were not detected in any sample, and 

only in one individual sample (test 4, 7 days) the count of Enterobacteriaceae 

exceeded the detection limit.  
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Cold smoked salmon slices - Psychrophilic bacteria
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Figure 79:  Growth of aerobic, psychrophilic bacteria and lactic acid bacteria in cold 

smoked salmon samples in vacuum during different simulated cold chains. Results 

are means of three parallel samples. 

Shelf-life 

In most cases the shelf-life estimated by regression analysis was far above the 

commercial shelf-life of the product in all studied temperature schemes (Table 38). 

However, despite the lack of actual spoilage, it should be noted that the risk 

associated with the growth of Listeria spp. will increase along increased storage 

temperature although no growth of Listeria spp. was detected in this storage trial in 

any of the samples.  
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Table 38:  Shelf-life estimates based on microbiological and sensory quality criteria of 

cold-smoked salmon slices. The estimates were calculated using means of three 

parallel samples 

Test  Quality indicator  Shelf -life  
(hours) 

 
(days) 

Test 1  Psychrophilic bacteria  >28 
 Lactic acid bacteria  >28 
 Enterobacteriaceae   
 Overall sensory quality 638 26,6 
    
Test 2 Psychrophilic bacteria  >28 
 Lactic acid bacteria  >28 
 Enterobacteriaceae   
 Overall sensory quality 671 27,9 
    
Test 3 Psychrophilic bacteria  >28 
 Lactic acid bacteria  >28 
 Enterobacteriaceae   
 Overall sensory quality 699 29,1 
    
Test 4 Psychrophilic bacteria  ~28 
 Lactic acid bacteria  >28 
 Enterobacteriaceae   
 Overall sensory quality 655 27,3 
    
Test 5 Psychrophilic bacteria  >28 
 Lactic acid bacteria  >28 
 Enterobacteriaceae   
 Overall sensory quality 564 23,5 
 

Indicator colour change 

Indicator colour was measured with EyeOne colorimeter as a function of storage 

time. Storage temperature as well as the activation time had a clear effect on the 

colour change of the “B1+071031” indicators expressed as ∆E value (Figure 80).  
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Figure 80:  Colour change of the B1+071031 indicators (as ∆E), the effect of 

activation time and storage time and temperature. 

 

Analogously to the trial carried out with marinated salmon trout cuts, the visual colour 

change of the indicators was again judged by the sensory panel. Since it was known 

based on the previous trials that the shelf-life of the product would be long, an 

extensive activation time (15 s) was chosen for the experiment. Again the sensory 

evaluation of the indicators revealed a difference between the samples stored in 

extreme temperature schemes (Figure 81). The development of the indicator colour 

in all temperature schemes is shown in 
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Table 40. 

Sensory evaluation: darkness of the indicators char ged 15 sec 
(indicator B1+ 071031)

Reference colour: L*=68,7; a*=-8,1; b*=-4,5 (number S3010-B30G in NCS colour system) 
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Figure 81:  Sensory evaluation of the darkness of the indicator B1+ 071031 during 

storage compared to reference colour. Scanned indicator pictures represent the 

evaluation points of the darkest and lightest indicators at each inspection date. 

Reference colour was selected from NCS colour system to match the earlier 

speficied end point colour of the indicator (L*=69, a*=-7, b*=-5) as well as possible. 

Reference for +5 was an indicator freshly activated for 15 seconds and for -5 a non-

activated indicator 

 

The correlation between the sensory evaluation of the indicator darkness and the 

instrumental colour measurement as L-value or as ∆E value was very good (Table 

39). With 15 s activation time the correlation factor was somewhat lower.  
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Table 39:  Correlation between instrumentally measured colour (L* and ∆E) and 

visual evaluation of indicator darkness. Number above: correlation coeffiecient 

(Pearson), number below: statistical significance of correlation (2-tailed). 

 L, TTI 3s L, TTI 5s 
L, TTI 
15s 

∆E, TTI 
3s 

∆E, TTI 
5s 

∆E, TTI 
15s 

TTI 15s, 
visual 
darkness  

L, TTI 3s 1 0.957(**) 0.794(**) 0.970(**) 0.940(**) 0.878(**) -0.844(**) 
  0 0 0 0 0 0 
L, TTI 5s 0.957(**) 1 0.838(**) 0.978(**) 0.996(**) 0.920(**) -0.893(**) 
 0  0 0 0 0 0 
L, TTI 15s 0.794(**) 0.838(**) 1 0.821(**) 0.839(**) 0.831(**) -0.756(**) 
 0 0  0 0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 3s 0.970(**) 0.978(**) 0.821(**) 1 0.980(**) 0.939(**) -0.920(**) 
 0 0 0  0 0 0 
∆E, TTI 5s 0.940(**) 0.996(**) 0.839(**) 0.980(**) 1 0.935(**) -0.914(**) 
 0 0 0 0  0 0 
∆E, TTI 15s 0.878(**) 0.920(**) 0.831(**) 0.939(**) 0.935(**) 1 -0.949(**) 
 0 0 0 0 0  0 
TTI 15s, visual  -0.844(**) -0.893(**) -0.756(**) -0.920(**) -0.914(**) -0.949(**) 1 
darkness  0 0 0 0 0 0  
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 40:  Scanned indicators (B1+ 071031) attached in cold smoked salmon 

packages. Day -1 is the charging time of the indicators (a day before packaging), day 

0 is the time when the cold smoked salmon slices were packaged and the indicator 

labels were attached to the packages. 

 Day       
3s activation  -1 0 7 13 21 28 35 

Test 1        

Test 2 

  

     

Test 3 

  

     

Test 4 

  

     

Test 5 

  

     
5s activation  -1 0 7 13 21 28 35 

Test 1        

Test 2 

  

     

Test 3 

  

     

Test 4 

  

     

Test 5 

  

     
15s activation  -1 0 7 13 21 28 35 

Test 1        

Test 2 

  

     

Test 3 

  

     

Test 4 

  

     

Test 5 
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Correlation between the indicator colour change and  product quality  

Finally, the correlation between the colour change of indicator (based either on 

instrumental measurement or on visual evaluation) and the product quality was 

determined with correlation analysis (Table 41). It could be shown that the quality 

deterioration of the product, particularly the sensory quality correlated reasonably 

well with colour change of the indicators.  

 

Table 41:  Correlation between indicator colour (∆E and visual evaluation) and quality 

of cold smoked salmon slices. Number above: correlation coeffiecient (Pearson), 

number below: statistical significance of correlation (2-tailed) 

 

Overall 
sensory 
quality 

Psychro philic 
bacteria, 
average 
count 

Lactic aci d 
bacteria, 
average 
count 

Psychro philic 
bacteria, 

worst case 

Lactic acid 
bacteria, 

worst case 

L, TTI 3s -0.698(**) 0.534(*) 0.358 0.464(*) 0.583(**) 
 0 0.013 0.111 0.034 0.006 
L, TTI 5s -0.613(**) 0.541(*) 0.347 0.464(*) 0.568(**) 
 0.003 0.011 0.124 0.034 0.007 
L, TTI 15s -0.562(**) 0.411 0.481(*) 0.316 0.500(*) 
 0.008 0.064 0.027 0.162 0.021 
DE, TTI 3s -0.645(**) 0.552(**) 0.315 0.470(*) 0.597(**) 
 0.002 0.009 0.164 0.032 0.004 
DE, TTI 5s -0.593(**) 0.546(*) 0.327 0.462(*) 0.567(**) 
 0.005 0.01 0.149 0.035 0.007 
DE, TTI 15s -0.641(**) 0.617(**) 0.29 0.552(**) 0.661(**) 
 0.002 0.003 0.203 0.009 0.001 
TTI 15s, sensory  0.586(**) -0.626(**) -0.257 -0.507(*) -0.598(**) 
darkness  0.005 0.002 0.261 0.019 0.004 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  

 

Conclusions 

It was confirmed that cold smoked salmon is a very stable product and despite heavy 

temperature abuse artificially introduced during storage of the product the sensory or 

microbiological spoilage did not take place during the commercial shelf-life. It could 

also be seen that in the real distribution chain studied in this work the temperature 

remained on acceptable level throughout the storage. 

However, as cold smoked salmon is a product prone to contamination by Listeria 

spp. the maintenance of cold-chain is extremely important. It could be seen in the 

instrumental measurement and visual evaluation of the colour change that the 

different temperature schemes were clearly affecting the indicator colour. 

Additionally, it could be confirmed that the visual colour interpretation correlated well 
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with the instrumental colour measurement when the end-point was defined as earlier 

in Freshlabel project (L*=69, a*=-7, b*=-5).  

Moreover, a reasonable correlation between the indicator colour change rate and 

deterioration rate of the product quality could be seen in practise. The indicators 

activated with feasible activation doses (3s and 5s) seemed to reach the end-point 

already before quality deterioration. However, due to the potential risk related to 

pathogen growth in these circumstances, it is justified to choose an indicator reacting 

to the temperature abuse before quality deterioration as long as in optimal storage 

conditions the indicator does not reach the end point (as was the case with indicators 

activated for 3 s or 5 s).  

 

IBBH performed pilot studies with the time-temperature-indicator which were 

conducted at the facility of partner WINDAU, a national cooked ham chain in 

Germany and at the facility of partner SOMAFER, an international beef filet chain 

from France to Germany. 

Table 42 and 43 show an overview about the product characteristics.  

 

Table 42: Product characteristics cooked ham 

Product  Cooked cured ham 

Origin  Germany 

Kind of packaging  MAP (80% N2, 20% CO2) 

Weight per packaging  100g (12 packages in one cardboard box) 

Specific spoilage organism 

(SSO) 
Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) 

Characteristics of the supply 

chain  

National chain with short routes of transportation 

with several loadings.  
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Table 43: Product characteristics beef filet 

Product  Beef filet 

Origin  France 

Weight per packaging  ca. 220g (168-320g) (20 packages in one cardbox) 

Kind of packaging  MAP (70% O2, 30% CO2) 

Specific spoilage organism 

(SSO) 

No determination of SSO, 

possible combination of LAB, Pseudomonas spp. 

(PSE) and Brochotrix thermosphacta 

Shelf-life characterisation: Sensory index 

Characteristics of the supply 

chain  

Long channel of distribution with few and short 

interruptions. 

 

Aim of the pilot trials was: 

- to test the reproducibility of the activation process 

- to test if it is possible to show different temperature conditions in the chain by 

using TTIs 

- to test if the freshness lost of the TTI can be reflected by using TTIs 

The following chapter describes the experimental design of the pilot studies. 
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Experimental Design 
Methodology of the TTI investigation and microbiolo gical investigation 
Reproducibility of the new charging equipment (GLP Bizerba GT 240) 
 

The reproducibility of the charging process is of high relevance for the experimental 

set up. During the running time of the project a new charger was developed (Figure 

82). The new charger includes a process in which the filter is laminated on the labels 

to prevent recharging of the label. 

 

Figure 82: Charger GLP Bizerba GT 240  

The new charging equipment was tested by charging 50-100 labels for each 

experiment with the GLP charger using different charging times. The reproducibility 

was tested under 2 different temperature conditions (4°C, 20°C). After the activation 

process the colour was measured with the EyeOne X-Rite (Figure 83). The test was 

conducted in a laboratory scale before starting the pilot studies. 

 

Figure 83:  Measurement equipment: EyeOne, X-Rite 

 

Cooked ham  
The pilot study in the cooked ham supply chain was conducted in the company 

Windau (Germany). 180 TTIs were charged with the GLP charger (Bizerba, 

Balingen). The initial start value for the product was set to a square value of 55 

(Square Value (SV) = ²)²²( baL ++ ).  
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After activation the TTIs were put on the packages (Figure 84). A white paper was 

stuck under the label to get a homogenous background which is important for the 

measuring process of the label with the spectrophotometer. 

 

Figure 84:  Pilot study in the cooked ham chain 

After activation the colour of the TTIs were measured with a EyeOne, and afterwarts 

12 packages of cooked ham were placed in one single cardboard box. To get a 

detailed knowledge about the temperature conditions resp. variations, temperature 

loggers were placed on the product, inside the boxes, in different places of the pallet 

and in the truck (for  detailed information see chapter 2.2.1. Temperature mapping). 

The cardboard boxes were placed on different position on the pallet (top, middle, and 

bottom). 

Then the product was transported to the forwarder central store, then to the retailers 

and later on to the laboratory. After arrival in the laboratory the products were stored 

in 3 incubators for different time and temperature intervals as shown in Figure 85.  
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Figure 85:  Overview about the pilot chain cooked ham and the different investigation 

points of the TTI and the product 

The red points indicate the points where a microbiological and sensory investigation 

took place. For microbiological investigations at each point three samples were taken 

and the total viable count and the number of lactic acid bacteria were analysed. For 

detailed information regarding the microbiological and sensory investigations see 

deliverable 8. 

The blue points in the graph indicating the points were the discoloration process of 

the TTI were measured by using the EyeOne. 

 

Beef filet 
The pilot study in the cooked ham supply chain was conducted in the company 

Somafer (France). The experimental design was similar to the one described above 

in the cooked ham chain: 80 TTIs were charged with the GLP charger (Bizerba, 

Balingen). The initial start value for the product was set to a square value of 57. After 

activation the TTIs were stuck on the packages. One label was put on the bottom of 

each package and one on the top. 
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Figure 86:  Pilot trial in the beef filet chain 

After activation the colour of the TTIs were measured with a EyeOne. 20 packages of 

beef filet were placed in each cardboard box. To get a detailed knowledge about the 

temperature conditions resp. variations temperature loggers were placed on the 

product, on the package and  inside the boxes (for a detailed information see chapter 

Temperature mapping). 

After activation the product was transported to the central store (Paris) and 

afterwards to the laboratory. After arrival in the laboratory (Germany) the products 

were stored in 3 incubators for different time and temperature intervals as shown in 

Figure 6. 
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Figure 87:  Overview about the pilot chain “beef filet” and the different investigation 

points of the TTI and the product 
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The red points indicate the points where a microbiological and sensory investigation 

took place. For microbiological investigations at each point three samples were taken 

and the total viable count and Pseudomonas spp. were analysed. For detailed 

information regarding the microbiological and sensory investigations see Deliverable 

8.  

The blue points in the graph indicating the points were the discoloration process of 

the TTI were measured.  

 

Consumer studies 
Both pilot studies included also a test senario in which the consumer was integrated 

in the test: At the time where the products arrived at the laboratory food packages 

with TTIs were given to 3 different consumers. They took the product home, stored 

them in the household refrigerators until the end of shelf-life given by the producer. At 

the end of shelf-life the product was brought to the laboratory and the discoloration 

process of the TTI and microbiological and sensory investigations of the products 

were conducted. Temperature conditions were controlled by data loggers. Figure 88 

shows an overview about the experimental design. 

 

Figure 88:  Overview about the experimental design of the consumer study 
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Methodology of the temperature mapping 

For the TTI pilot trials it is important to control temperature conditions during the 

whole experiment. Especially the knowledge about temperature variations in the 

chain is from high relevance for a successful implementation of TTIs.  

 

Temperature mapping in a cooked ham supply chain 

To control temperature conditions during the experiment and to analyse variations in 

temperature conditions during transport and differences between environmental and 

surface temperature of the cooked ham the following temperature measurements 

were conducted: 

- Measurements at different locations at a single pallet 

- Measurements at different cardboard boxes at the pallet (environmental temp. 

at the cardboard boxes an the surface temperature of the MAP-packages) 

 
Points of temperature mapping: 1consignment sale, 2.: transportation to the central store of the forwarder, 3.: central store of 

the forwarder, 4.: transportation to the cooled storage of the retailer, 5.: cooled storage retailer, 6.: transportation to the retail 

shop, 7.: retail shop and transportation to the laboratory 

 

Figure 89:  Investigation and measuring areas for determination of temperature 

conditions and information exchange at the exemplified cooked ham supply chain. 

 

Figure 90 gives an overview about the composition of the pallet where the 

temperature conditions were measured. The pallet was loaded in 3 x 3 x 3 cardboard 

boxes. Each cardboard box contains 12 packages of cooked ham (100 g per 

package).  
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Figure 90:  Pallet composition and positions of data loggers 

 

To investigate the temperature conditions at different places of one pallet one data 

logger was placed at each side (total amount: six data loggers). Furthermore 

temperature conditions at one pallet were investigated at six cardboard boxes 

respectively at the top, the middle and the bottom of one pallet in order to determine 

whether the temperature is affected by the location on the pallet.  

To investigate the environmental temperature of each cardboard box as well as the 

surface and the product temperature of the cooked ham, the temperature loggers 

were placed outside and inside the package as well. Temperature was recorded 

every three minutes. The locations of the temperature sensors at the single 

cardboard box are shown in Figure 91. 
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Figure 91:  Examples for cardboard box composition and location of temperature 

sensors at the packages (side view) (modified after Moureh et al., 2002; modified 

after Raab et al., 2008). 

 

Temperature mapping in a beef supply chain 

The temperature mapping in the beef supply chain included the investigation of the 

conditions respective variations in cooling and processing rooms and during transport 

from a beef slaughterhouse to retailers. The temperature mapping included the 

investigations of the conditions respective variations during transport from a beef 

producer to the retailer (Figure 92).  

 
Points of temperature mapping: 1.: consignment sale, 2.: transport to the dispatch central store, 3.: dispatch central store in 

Paris, 4.: transport to the laboratory, 5. retailer (simulation laboratory)  

Figure 92:  Investigation and measuring areas for determination of temperature 

conditions at the exemplified beef supply chain. 
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Temperature mapping from production to packaging 

The experiment was conducted to determine the temperature conditions within 

cooling rooms, processing rooms, packaging areas and rooms of consignment sale 

at a beef slaughterhouse. Every three minutes the temperature was recorded by data 

loggers. The experiments ran for 22.5 hours in each of the rooms and started at 

12:00 in the morning for investigation of one production cycle. 

 

Temperature mapping during transport from a beef slaughterhouse to a wholesaler 

To analyse variations in temperature conditions during transport the following 

temperature measurements were conducted: 

- Measurements at a single pallet respective within cardboard cartons during 

transportation 

- Measurements at single packages (surface temperature of the MAP-packages 

and product temperature of the beef filet within MAP-packages) 

Figure 93 gives an overview of the composition of the pallet where the temperature 

conditions were measured. The pallet was loaded in 2 x 2 cardboard cartons. Each 

cardboard carton contains 20 MAP-packages with beef filet.  

 

Figure 93:  Pallet composition and positions of data loggers (modified after Moureh et 

al., 2002; modified after Raab et al., 2008). 

 

Temperature conditions at one pallet were investigated at three cardboard cartons 

respectively at the top and the bottom of one pallet in order to determine whether the 

temperature is affected by the location on the pallet and by the position of the pallet 

in the truck.  
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To investigate the internal temperature of each cardboard box data loggers were 

placed at different places within the cardboard carton. To investigate the surface 

temperature of MAP-packages and the product temperature of the beef filet 

temperature loggers were placed outside and inside MAP-packages. Temperature 

was recorded every three minutes. The locations of the temperature sensors within a 

single cardboard carton are shown in Figure 94. 

 

Figure 94:  Cardboard carton composition and location of temperature sensors (side 

view) (modified after Moureh et al., 2002; modified after Raab et al., 2008). 

 

Statistical analysis 

All calculations and figures were performed with the origin software 6.1 (OriginLab 

Cooperation, USA) and Microsoft- Excel 2002.  

 

Results of the pilot studies 

 

Results of the investigation of TTI activation repr oducibility 

 

Figure 95 shows the influence of the environmental temperature on the charging 

process: lower environmental temperatures results in a higher square value.  
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Figure 95:  Influence of the environmental temperature on the charging process 

Figure 95 shows the variation of the TTI initial values after activation. The mean 

value is 55.02 (SD +/- 0.16). The results show a good reproducibility of the TTI after 

activation.  
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Figure 96:  Reproducibility of TTI-activation 

 

In the pilot trials the charging process was influenced by temperature variations in the 

packaging room: If the charging equipment is located close to the cooling device a 

higher variation in the Square values can be monitored. Therefore it is important that 

during charging the environmental temperatures are mostly constant.  
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Results of the cooked ham supply chain 

Results of the temperature mapping of cooked ham pr oducts in a cooked ham 

supply chain 

Figure 97 shows the results from the temperature mapping of the environmental 

temperature at different locations of the pallet. At the top of the pallet mean 

temperature is 3.5°C, minimum temperature is 0.5°C,  maximum temperature is 

14.0°C. In the middle of the pallet mean temperatur e is 2.7°C, temperature varies 

between 0.2°C and 8.2°C. Mean temperature at the bo ttom of the pallet is 3.1°C. 

 

 
At the bottom of the pallet temperature varies between 1.0°C and 10.0°C. 

1. consignment sale, 2. transportation to the central store of the forwarder, 3. central store of the forwarder, 4. transportation to 

the cooled storage of the retailer, 5. cooled storage retailer, 6. transportation to the retail shop, 7. retail shop and transportation 

to the laboratory 

Figure 97:  Temperature variations at different locations of the pallet 

 

Figure 98 shows the results of temperature measurements of the environmental 

temperature at the top of the cardboard box and the environmental temperature at 

the MAP package within the box. At the top of the box mean temperature varies 

between 0.1°C and 8.3°C. The mean environmental tem perature at the top of the box 

is 2.7°C. Temperature at the surface of the MAP var ies between 0.0°C and 8.5 °C, 

mean surface temperature of the MAP package in the cardboard box is 2.7°C.   
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1. consignment sale, 2. transportation to the central store of the forwarder, 3. central store of the forwarder, 4. transportation to 

the cooled storage of the retailer, 5. cooled storage retailer, 6. transportation to the retail shop, 7. retail shop and transportation 

to the laboratory 

Figure 98:  Environmental and internal temperature of a single cardboard box in the 

middle of the pallet 

 

Figure 99 shows the results of the temperature mapping of one MAP package within 

the whole supply chain. In this best case scenario products are placed in the middle 

of the pallet during distribution. Afterwards a “good consumer” continues distribution 

with a short transport step to private household and storing the product in a “good” 

refrigerator. Mean temperature for the whole supply chain is 2.2°C. 
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1. consignment sale, 2. distribution, 3. end consumer (home refrigerator), 4.end of shelf-life 

Figure 99:  Best case scenario of one MAP-package within the whole supply 

 

Figure 100 shows temperature mapping of one MAP package within the whole 

supply chain. In this worst case scenario products are placed at the top of the pallet 

during distribution. Afterwards a consumer continues distribution with a short 

transport step to private household and storing the product in an older refrigerator.  
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Mean temperature for the whole supply chain is 5.4°C. 
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Figure 100:  Worst case scenario of one MAP-package within the whole supply 

 

Results of the TTI investigations in a cooked ham s upply chain 

Table 44 shows the results of TTI investigation and the microbiological investigation 

in the cooked ham chain after activation and arrival at  the laboratory.  
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The results are exemplified for 4 different boxes. In the first line the mean Square 

value of the TTI in the different boxes is demonstrated. The deviation between the 

labels in each box is 0.1. The total viable count and the lactic acid bacteria after 

packing are under the detection limit. After 48 hours the product arrived at the 

laboratory. The temperature in the different boxes varies between 2.7°C- 3.5°C 

depending on the position of the box in the pallet. The different temperature 

conditions in the pallet result also to different discoloration rates of the TTI (see line 

4). Thus means TTIs are able to reflect variations in temperature under practical 

conditions. After arrival in the laboratory the microbiological counts of the 

investigated product are: Total viable count: 3.5 log10 cfu/g, lactic acid bacteria: 2.4 

log10 cfu/g. 

 

Table 44:  Square-values after TTI and microbiological counts after activation and 

arrival at laboratory 

  

In Figure 101 the whole discoloration process of the TTIs which were stored under 

different temperature scenarios is shown. Depending on the temperature conditions 

the TTIs shows a different discoloration process. 

Cooked ham  
  Time  Box 1  Box 2  Box 3  Box 4  

Activation  0 h 55,0 ±  0,1 55,0 ±  0,1 54,9 ±  0,1 55,0 ± 
0,1 

Microbiology after 
activation  

0 h TVC: under detection limit 
LAB: under detection limit 

Arrival laboratory  48 h 56,9 ± 0,2 57,1 ± 0,2 56,9 ± 0,3 57,4 ± 
0,2 

Mean temperature in 
the cardboard box  

48h  2,72 ±  0,8 3,1 ±  1,1 3,1 ±  0,8 3,5 ±  1,1 

Microbiology at 
arrival in the 
laboratory  

48 h TVC: 3,5 log10 cfu/g 
LAB:  2,4 log10 cfu/g 
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Figure 101:  TTI discoloration process for cooked ham 

 

The TTI after activation is 55.0. Maximum value after 500 hours for the 4°C scenario 

is 72.0, for the 7°C scenario 77.0 and for the 10°C  scenario 79.0. The end of shelf-life 

(S-value of 71.0) is achieved first by the 10°C sce nario after 145 hours, by the 7°C 

scenario after 225 hours and by the 4°C after 145 h ours. For an overview of the 

results see Table 50. In Table 50 also the calculated number of lactic acid bacteria 

based on the developed model is presented. The end of shelf-life is defined by a 

lactic acid count of 6.5 log10 cfu/g. In all three cases the labels are discoloured and 

the product is still good (lactic acid bacteria under 6.5 log10 cfu/g.  

 

Table 45:  Results of the discoloration process for cooked ham  

 
End of shelf-life LAB 6,5 log10 cfu/g, N0= 2,4 log10 cfu /g 

 

Figure 102 shows the results of the microbiological and sensory investigation and the 

TTI discoloration. In all cases the TTIs are discoloured and the product is still good. 

Noticeable is the very low count of lactic acid bacteria in comparison to the predicted 

values (Table 50). 
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Figure 102:  Degree of TTI discoloration at the time of microbiological investigation. 

End of shelf-life LAB: 6,5 log 10 cfu/g 

 

Results of the private household scenarios 

Figure 103 shows the results of the private household scenarios. For consumer 1 

mean temperature profile was 5.9°C. Maximum tempera ture was 8.0°C, minimum 

temperature was 4.5°C. For consumer 2 mean temperat ure profile was 5.3°C, 

maximum temperature was 6.2°C, minimum temperature was -1.0°C. For consumer 

3 mean temperature profile was 2.7°C. The maximum t emperature at this scenario 

was 8.6°C, the minimum temperature was 3.0°C. The d ifferent temperature 

conditions are also reflected in the discoloration rate of the TTI and also in the results 

of the microbiological investigations  
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Figure 103:  Results of the private household scenarios 

 

The count of lactic acid bacteria amounted up to 5.5 log10 cfu/g at the scenario of 

consumer 1, 5.1 log10 cfu/g at the scenario of consumer 2 and 2.5 log10 cfu/g at the 
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scenario of consumer 3. Table 46 shows the results of the household investigation 

for cooked ham. 

 

 Table 46: Results of the private household scenarios 

 

Results of the beef filet supply chain 

Results of the temperature mapping of beef products  in a beef filet supply 

chain 

 

Temperature investigation in the cold storage of carcasses shows fluctuations of the 

room temperature between 3.5°C and 8.0°C with an av erage temperature of about 

5.1°C (Figure 104). Sojourn time of the beef filet in the respective room was 2 hours. 
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Figure 104:  Results of measurements in the cold storage 

Figure 104 shows the results of temperature mapping in the room of filleting; the 

temperature varies between 3.5°C and 15.5°C with an  average temperature of about 

5.6°C. The sojourn time of the beef filet in the re spective room was approximately 10 

minutes. 

  Consumer 1  Consumer 2  Consumer 3  

Activation  55,1 ± 0,1 55,0  ± 0,0 55,1  ± 0,1 
End of shelf -life  72,5  ± 0,7 71,9  ± 0,7 65,1  ± 0,6 
Mean temperature 
profile  

5,89 +/- 0,42 5,31 +/- 1,62 2,66 +/- 0,97 

Lactic acid 
bacteria  

LAB: 5,5 cfu/g LAB: 5,1 cfu/g LAB: 2,5 cfu/g 

Estimation TTI           
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Figure 105:  Results for measurements in the room of degradation 

 

Figure 106 shows the results of temperature mapping in the packaging room. 

The minimum temperature is 1.3°C. The maximum tempe rature in this period is 

12.3°C, the mean temperature is 3.4°C. The sojourn time of the beef filet in the 

respective room was approximately 15 minutes. 
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Figure 106:  Results of the measurements in the packaging room degradation 

 

Figure 107 shows the results of temperature mapping in the rooms for consignment 

sale. The temperature there varies between 4.0°C an d 7.5°C with a mean 

temperature of approximately 6.9°C. The sojourn tim e of the beef filet in the 

respective room was between 15 minutes to 1 hour. 
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Figure 107:  Results for measuring the rooms of consignment sale 

 

Figure 108 shows the results of temperature mapping in the docking station for the 

trucks. The temperature in the docking station varies in the front of the room between 

4.0°C and 9.0°C with a mean temperature of approxim ately 7.6°C. Within the same 

period the mean temperature in the back of the room is about 6.3°C. The maximum 

temperature is 8.5°C; the minimum temperature is 4. 0°C. 
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Figure 108:  Results for measuring the docking station 

 

Figure 109 shows the results of the temperature mapping of the product temperature. 

The mean value is 4.1°C, the temperature varies bet ween 2.3°C and 6.5°C. Within 

the same period the mean environmental temperature of the MAPs in the boxes is 

4.0°C. The minimum temperature is 2.3°C, the maximu m temperature is 6.9°C. 

The mean surface temperature of the MAPs in the cardboard carton at the top of the 

pallet is 4.4°C. The mean temperature of the MAPs i n the two cardboard cartons at 
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the bottom of the pallet is 3.7°C and 3.8°C. Mean p roduct temperature of the beef 

filet at the top of the pallet is 4.2°C. The mean t emperature of the beef filet at the two 

cardboard carton at the bottom of the pallet is 3.7°C and 4.0°C. 
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Figure 109:  Results for product temperature measurements of the beef filet and 

environmental temperature of the MAPs 

 

Figure 110 shows the results of temperature measurements at the top and the 

bottom of one MAP in a cardboard carton at the top of the pallet. Mean temperature 

at the top of the MAP is 4.5°C. Mean temperature at  the bottom of the MAP is 3.8°C. 

 

Figure 110:  Variation of temperature at the top and at the bottom of one MAP-

package in a cardboard carton 

 

Results of the TTI investigations in a beef filet s upply chain 

The mean Square value after activation in the pilot study is 57.5+/- 0,18.  
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Table 47 the results of TTI investigation and the microbiological investigation in the 

beef filet chain.  

The results are exemplified for 3 different boxes. In the first line the mean Square 

values of the TTI in the different boxes are demonstrated. The deviation between the 

labels in each box is 0.1. The total viable count after the product arrived at the 

laboratory was 3.5 log10 cfu/g the sensory score was 3.0 and therefore of high 

quality. The temperature in the different boxes varies between 3.7°C- 4.2°C. 

 

Table 47:  Square values of the TTI and microbiological counts after activation and 

arrival at laboratory 

 

In Figure 111 the whole discoloration process of the TTIs which were stored under 

different temperature scenarios is shown. Depending on the temperature conditions 

the TTIs shows a different discoloration process.  
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Figure 111:  TTI-discoloration process for beef filet 

 

All scenarios start at an initial Square value of 62.5 after arrival at the laboratory. 

Maximum value after 410 hours for the 2°C scenario is 74.0, for the 7°C scenario 

Beef filet  

  Time  Box 1  Box 2  Box 3  

Activation  0 h 57,7 ± 0,2 57,5 ± 0,1 57,3 ± 0,1 

Arrival laboratory  48h 60,0 ± 0,2 59,9 ± 0,5 60,1 ± 0,3 

Mean temperature in 
the cardboard box  

48 h 3,70 ± 1,60 4,00 ± 1,22 4,22 ± 1,30 

Microbiology at arrival 
in the laboratory  

TVC: 3,4 log 10 cfu/g 
Sensory index: 3,0 
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79.5 and for the 10°C scenario 82.0. The end of she lf-life (SV of 71.0) is reached first 

within the 10°C scenario after 80 hours. The 7°C sc enario determines end of shelf-

life after 110 hours and the 2°C after 245 hours. F or an overview of the results see 

Table 48. Besides the discoloration times of the TTIs the predicted shelf-life which 

based on the sensory analysis is integrated in the table.  

In 7 °C and 10°C scenario the labels are discoloure d and the product is still good. In 

the 2°C scenario the predicted shelf-life is shorte r than the discoloration time of the 

TTI. 

 

Table 48:  Overview about the discoloration time of the TTIs and the calculated shelf-

life of the beef filet 

 
 

Figure 112 shows the results of the microbiological and sensory investigation and the 

TTI discoloration. In comparison to the predicted shelf-life at 2°C the measurement 

shows still a good product and the TTIs are discoloured. 
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Figure 112:  Degree of TTI-discoloration at the time of microbiological investigation 

(End of shelf-life sensory index 1,8) 

Scenario  Discoloration  
time TTI  

Calculated shelf-life 
(sensory index)  

Estimation TTI  

2°C, Teff= 2,4°C  245 h 206   

7°C, Teff= 5,4°C  110 h 173   

10°C Teff= 8,0 
°C 

80 h 145   
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Results of the private household scenarios 

Figure 113 shows the results of the private household scenarios. For consumer 1 

mean temperature profile was -0.2°C. Maximum temper ature was 20.0°C, minimum 

temperature was -1.0°C. For consumer 2 mean tempera ture profile was 4.7°C, 

maximum temperature was 25.0°C, minimum temperature  was 4.0°C. For consumer 

3 mean temperature profile was 5.5°C. The maximum t emperature at this scenario 

was 24.0°C the minimum temperature was 4.5°C 

 
Figure 113:  Results of the private household scenarios 

 

The different temperature conditions are also reflected in the discoloration rate of the 

TTI. The microbiological and sensory analysis show some deviations between the 

colour of the TTI and the sensory and microbiological parameter. Those results 

indicate that an adaption of the activation time to the shelf-life kinetic is necessary. 

Table 49 shows the results of the household investigation for beef filet. 

 

Table 49:  Results of the private household scenarios 
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  Consumer 1  Consumer 2  Consumer 3  
Actication  57,5 ± 0,1 57,5 ± 0,1 57,5 ± 0,1 
End of shelf -life  (4°C, 
245 h) 

67,0 ± 0,8 70,4 ± 0,5 71,6 ± 1,1 

Mean temperature 
profile  

-0,17 ± 1,9 4,72 ± 1,3 5,54 ± 1,1 

TVC (log10 cfu/g)  4,9 ± 0,10 6,1 ± 0,64 6,1 ± 0,70 
Sensory Ind ex 1,9 1,9 1,5 
Estimation TTI  
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Conclusions 

The results of the pilot studies show that under constant environmental conditions the 

activation process of the TTI with the GLP 240 is reproducible. Temperature 

variations can lead to higher deviations. Especially if the charging equipment is 

located close to the cooling aggregate a higher variation in the activation process can 

be appeared. These factors have to be taken account by the implementation of the 

process in different chains.  

The measurements of the temperature conditions in the chains demonstrate high 

variations depending on placement of the product in a pallet, stage of the chain, 

temperature conditions outside, consumer behaviour, etc. The different temperature 

conditions can be reflected by the discoloration process of the TTI.  

The microbiological count and the sensory analysis in comparison to the TTI 

discoloration demonstrate that in general the TTI can reflect the freshness status of a 

product at low temperature conditions. For the investigated products it is necessary 

to conduct further studies to adapt the charging time more precisely to the shelf-life 

kinetic of the products. 

 

 

2.3.3. Deviation from the project work-programme, a nd corrective actions taken  

 

The TTI prototypes were extensively tested and resulted in optimized TTIs. No delay 

or corrective actions had to be taken due to the fact that individual partners have 

dedicated more resources to more time-consuming tests compared to the original 

estimation and planning of the tasks.  
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2.3.4. List of Deliverables and Milestones of workp ackage 3 

Table 50:  List of Deliverables for workpackage 3 

Work  

package 

Del. 

No. 
Deliverable 

Delivery  

date 

3 

D 12 Internal report about the results of the time measurement characterising the kinetic 

data of different TTI Prototypes 

March 2007 

D 13 Internal report about defining the appropriate charging times for different meat and 

fish products 

April 2007 

D 14 Internal report about basic data to improve the quality of TTIs June 2007 

D 15 Definition of the FRESHLABEL Prototype September 

2007 

D16 FRESHLABEL TTIs produced in sufficient quantity for the training measures May 2008 

  

Table 51:  List of Milestones for workpackage 3 

Work  
package 

Del. 
No. 

Milestones 
Delivery  

date 

3 M 05 Accuracy tests of TTIs lead to > 99% reliability May 2008 
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Workpackage 4 – Training activities  

The following table shows the amount of personnel resources planned for this 

workpackage per participant and the amount used: 

 

Table 52:  Amount of personnel resources of workpackage 4 

Work Package 4: Training activities 

Person-Month Table per Partner 
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Used  27,5 2 0,8 5 2 1.2 1,3 2 2,5 2 0 0.4 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 1 

Planned  23.5 2 1.5 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 1 

 

2.4.1. Workpackage objectives  

The objective of this workpackage was to provide training to staff of the IAGs and to 

the SMEs in the consortium regarding the application of FRESHLABEL TTIs within 

the European meat and fish industry. This resulted in internal and external 

dissemination of the project results and helped to increase the technological level of 

IAGs and SMEs addressed sectors.  

 

2.4.2. Progress towards objectives 

 
Task 11 – Development of training materials for the  IAGs and SMEs 

The objective of this task was to develop training materials for the IAGs and the core 

SMEs for the application of TTIs in the production chain.  

The RTDs in cooperation with the technology providing SME FRESH and the IAGs 

developed training materials for the IAGs and the SMEs who will later apply the TTIs.  

The training material includes a comprehensive assessment of the requirement of the 

EC regulations affecting traceability of the cold chain with in the meat and fish 

processing sector. Furthermore, the technological principle of the TTI system is 

explained in the training material. The main aim of the training material is to facilitate 

the handling of TTI system by the IAGs and the SMEs. The training material was 

provided to the partners in English (Figure 114).  
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Figure 114:  FRESHLABEL training presentation, first slide 

 

A translation into French, German, Greek, Spanish, Norwegian and Finnish were 

done by the IAG and RTD partners. All available training material can be found in 

Deliverable 17 “Training material”, Annex 18.  

 

Task 12 & Task 13 – Training of the IAGs and SMEs 

The training materials developed in task 12 were used to train IAGs. Furthermore, 

the trained IAGs carried out seminars and workshops addressed to their associates 

and partnering SMEs.  

With the help of the training materials developed during the FRESHLABEL project, 

training workshops were organized for and with the IAGs for all SME partners and 

members of the IAGs. The previous objective was to train the IAGs and the SMEs in 

two separate workshops. However, all IAGs were highly involved in the 

FRESHLABEL project during the whole time, showed great interests and joined most 

of the yearly and technical meetings. Therefore, the IAGs decided that it would not be 

necessary to have a separate workshop for the staff of the IAGs. 
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The RTDs in cooperation with the technology providing SME FRESH developed 

training materials for the IAGs and the SMEs, which were presented at all organized 

workshops. Additionally to their scheduled work, the IAGs took the initiative and 

developed a brochure, containing all relevant information and results of the 

FRESHLABEL project. This brochure is available in Norwegian, French, German, 

and Finnish, see Annex 19, Deliverable 18 & 19 “Trained staff in the IAGs and 

SMEs”.  

.  

Figure 115:  FRESHLABEL brochure, Norwegian 
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Figure 116:  FRESHLABEL brochure, French 
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Figure 117:  FRESHLABEL brochure, German 
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Figure 118:  FRESHLABEL brochure, Finish 

 

The workshops organized by the IAGs, RTDs and the technology providing SME 
(FRESH) comprised theoretical issues and practical exercises with the use of the 
developed TTIs. Information provided included:  

• the technological principle and the properties of the FRESHLABEL TTIs  

• the directions for using FRESHLABEL TTIs for multiple applications 

• the requirements for the EC regulations affecting the traceability of the cold 
chain  

• the services the IAGs can provide with regard to seeking compliance with 
the FRESHLABEL TTI application 
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The demonstrations of the FRESHLABEL TTIs at the different workshops were 
conducted by the partner FRESH. Some workshops were organized in parallel to 
other events, like e.g. member meeting or fairs, to attract more participants. All of the 
organized workshops include other related talks / topics to the TTIs, cold chain 
management and packaging.  

The following table gives an overview of the organized training workshops of the 
FRESHLABEL project:  

 
Table 53:  Overview of FRESHLABEL workshops 
 
Organizer  Event  Date Present partner  

Flanders Expo 
Easy fairs PPT food, Gent, 

Belgium 

21st -22nd May 

2008 

CLITRAVI, 

FRESH 

BVDF 
General Meeting for 

members 

29th – 30th May 

2008 
BVDF 

NSL Special Training workshop 5th June 2008 
VTT, FRESH, 

NSL 

SNIV Special Training workshop 24th June 2008 SNIV, FRESH 

NSL NorFishing 14th August 2008 NSL 

ANFACO & FECIC Special Training workshop 14th August 2008 
ANFACO & 

FECIC 

PROKALA Special Training workshop 
2nd September 

2008 
PROKALA, VTT 

BVFISCH 
General Meeting for 

members 
3rd of September TTZ, BVFISCH 

 
More detailed information about each training activity can be found in Annex 19, 

Deliverable 18 & 19 “Trained staff in the IAGs and SMEs”. Furthermore, the updated 

application of FRESHLABEL TTIs can be found in Annex 20 (Deliverable 21).  
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2.4.3. Deviation from the project work-programme, a nd corrective actions 

taken/suggested  

The previous objective was to train the IAGs and the SMEs in two separate 

workshops. However, all IAGs were highly involved in the FRESHLABEL project 

during the whole time, showed great interests and joined most of the yearly and 

technical meetings. Therefore, the staffs of the IAGs were trained together in the 

organized workshops. The consortium was able to finish the overall objective of this 

work package, scheduled for this reporting period. Again, individual partners have 

dedicated additional resources to the training to contribute further to the overall 

success of the workpackage and the FRESHLABEL project. 
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2.4.4. List of Deliverables and Milestones of workp ackage 4 

Table 54:  List of Deliverables for workpackage 4 

Work  

package 

Del. 

No. 
Deliverable 

Delivery  

date 

4 

D 17 Training materials June 2008 

D 18 

&19 

Trained staff in the IAGs and SMEs September 

2008 

  

Table 55:  List of Milestones for workpackage 4 

Work  
package 

Del. 
No. 

Milestones 
Delivery  

date 

4 M 06 
Training of IAGs and SMEs in the application of FRESHLABEL TTIs during the 
packaging process  

September 2008 
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Workpackage 5 – Updating, exploitation and dissemin ation  

The following table shows the amount of personnel resources planned for this 

workpackage per participant and the amount used: 

 

Table 56:  Amount of personnel resources of workpackage 5 

Work Package 5: Updating, exploitation and dissemin ation 

Person-Month Table per Partner 
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Used  41,68 3 1,78 3,8 2 3 0,8 3 2 3,9 2 0,16 6,65 0,1 1.15 0.25 0,25 1.25 1.55 2.47 1,57 1 

Planned  32,5 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

 

2.5.1. Workpackage objectives  

The objective of this workpackage was to establish the basis for the dissemination 

and exploitation of the results of the project by: 

1. defining the standardised production and application of the developed TTIs 

and the possibility of reviewing and updating them in order to keep in line with 

changes in legislation and new technologies 

2. establishing the exploitation and dissemination routes for the results of the 

project. 

 

2.5.2. Progress towards objectives 

 
Task 15 – Other dissemination measures 

The objective of this task was to achieve a good dissemination of the project, the 

developed TTIs and other results of the project. The success of the project depends 

to a great extent on how well the dissemination measures reach the SMEs and the 

consumers. 

According to the structure adopted for the project management, BVDF was the 

partner in charge of establishing the communication with other associations and 

organisms (authorities, groups, other entities, etc) and of preparing the dissemination 

and exploitation plans for the project results. In Table 57 the extensive dissemination 
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activities carried out during the FRESHLABEL project. For more details see 

Deliverable 23 “Final plan for exploitation and dissemination” (Annex 21).  

 

Table 57:  Overview of the dissemination activities carried out so far for 

FRESHLABEL 

Date Type 
Type of 
audience 

Countries 
addressed  

Partner 
responsible 
/ involved 

2005 Fish specialized magazine 
“Kala Fisk” 

Experts, 
professionals,  

Finland VTT 

22nd September 
2005 

Seminar on intelligent 
packaging, Espo Finland 

Experts, 
professionals 

Finland VTT 

11th October 2005 
ANUGA trade fair for the world 
of food and beverages in Köln 
(Germany) 

Experts, 
professionals 

International BVFISH 

24th November 
2005 

Press release All Germany TTZ/BVDF 

24th November 
2005 

Online media for food 
information “www.food-
monitor.de” 

All Germany TTZ 

24th November 
2005 

Online media for sciences 
Students, 
experts, 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

24th November 
2005 

Radio Bremen, news All Germany TTZ 

25th November 
2005 

Daily German newspaper 
“Nordsee-Zeitung” 

All Germany TTZ 

25th November 
2005 

Online media for trade 
“www.handelsblatt.com” 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

25th November 
2005 

Online media for packaging 
“www.verpackungsrundschau.
de” 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

26th November 
2005 

Daily German newspaper “taz” All Germany TTZ 

28th November 
2005 

Online media for economics, 
science and politics 
“www.wwponline.de” 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

28th November 
2005 

Online media for geological 
and natural sciences Experts Germany TTZ 
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Date Type 
Type of 
audience 

Countries 
addressed  

Partner 
responsible 
/ involved 

“www.geoscience.online.de” 

29th November 
2005 

Online media for the meat 
industry 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

7th December 
Online media “www.uni-
protokolle.de” 

Students and 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

16th December 
2005 

International Workshop on 
Quality Management of the 
Chill Chain in Athens (Greece) 

Experts, 
professionals 

International NTUA 

January 2006 

Fish specialized newspaper 
“Mitgliederzeitung 
Bundesverband Mobiler 
Fischhändler” 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany BVFISH 

January 2006 
German consumer specialized 
magazine “Öko test” 

Consumers Germany TTZ 

14th Februar2006  

 

“Fish International 2006” fair in 
Bremen (Germany) 
Questionnaire distribution 

Experts, 
professionals 

International TTZ 

9-14th March 
2006 

BVDF seminar in 
Reinharsbrunn (Germany) 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany BVDF 

8-9th May 2006 
Exhibition at 2nd International 
workshop on Cold Chain 
Management in Bonn 

Experts, 
professionals 

International IBBH 

9-11th May 2006 
European Seafood Exhibition 
in Brussel 

Experts, 
professionals  

International NSL 

19th May 2006 
Workshop on meat technology 
in Berlin (Germany) 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany IBBH 

From July 2006 
available 

Project flyer 

Experts, 
professionals, 
Institutions, 
General public 

International TTZ / All 

From July 2006 
available 

Project website 
“www.freshlabel.net” 

Experts, 
professionals, 
Institutions, 
General public 

International TTZ / All 

31st August – 3rd 
September 2006 

Symposium on Food safety 
and food biotechnology in 
Bologna (Italy) 

Experts, 
Professionals 

International IBBH 
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Date Type 
Type of 
audience 

Countries 
addressed  

Partner 
responsible 
/ involved 

14th September 
2006 

BVDF meeting for the 
convenience food board 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany BVDF 

24-27th 
September 2006 

“Intercool” international trade 
fair – flyer distribution 

Experts, 
professionals 

International TTZ 

28th September 
2006 

International fair for packaging 
“FachPack 2006”- flyer 
distribution 

Experts, 
professionals 

International TTZ 

16th October 2006 SNIV Info magazine 
Experts, 
professionals 

France SNIV 

9-14th November 

2006 

BVDF seminar in 

Reinharsbrunn (Germany) 

Experts, 

professionals 
Germany BVDF 

28th February 

2007 

Frilog meeting – flyer 

distribution 

Experts, 

professionals 
Germany IBBH 

12th March 2007 BAEN Kaffee Food industry 
and research Germany IBBH 

28th-29th March 
2007 DLG Congress Food Industry Germany IBBH 

30th March 2007 Meeting in the Fishermen’s 
sales organisation, Oslo 

Experts, 
professionals 

Norway NSL 

24th-26th April 
2007 European Seafood Exposition 

Experts, 
professionals 

Brussels NSL 

May 2007  

New project video included in 
a website created by the 
German Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research: 
http://www.forschungsrahmenp
rogramm.de/filme.htm?PHPSE
SSID=c07e958e259f71382c38
e0e1f530d4bf  

All International TTZ 

May 2007  Rundschau für Fleischhygiene Food industry  Germany IBBH 

31st May – 2nd 
June 2007 

Βέλλιου Ε., Γώγου Ε., Ταούκης 
Π., Κινητική µελέτη και 
εφαρµογή νέων 
χρονοθερµοκρασιακών 
ολοκληρωτών (ΤΤΙ) για τη 
διαχείριση της ψυκτικής 
αλυσίδας τροφίµων, 6ο 
Πανελλήνιο Επιστηµονικό 
Συνέδριο Χηµικής Μηχανικής 

Experts, 
professionals 

Greece NTUA 
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Date Type 
Type of 
audience 

Countries 
addressed  

Partner 
responsible 
/ involved 

28th July– 1st 
August 2007 

IFT 2007 Annual Meeting & 
Food Expo McCormick Center, 
Chicago, Illinois  

Experts, 
professionals, 
Institutions 

International NTUA 

12th-14th 
September 2007 

FET Symposium “Food 
Engineering Topics”, 
Bremerhaven Germany 

Experts, 
professionals 

International TTZ 

16th-19th 
September 2007 

5th International Conference 
Predictive Modelling in Foods 
Fundamentals, in Athens 
Greece  

Experts, 
professionals 

International NTUA 

9th October 2007 
Cofresco Round Table 
Gesprächs, 9.10.2007, Bonn 
Gemany 

Experts, 
professionals, 
Institutions, 
General public 

Germany IBBH 

23rd-24th October 
2007 

Fresenius Fachtagung 
„Frische und Haltbarkeit”, 
Mainz Germany 

Experts, 
professionals, 
Institutions, 
General public 

Germany IBBH 

29th-30th October 
2007 

DLG Fachtagung Fish 
Technology II, Bremerhaven  
Germany  

All Germany TTZ 

22nd-24th January 
2008 

Seafood days, Hell Norway All Norway TTZ, NSL 

11th February 
2008 

Fish International Fair, Bremen 
Germany 

All Germany TTZ 

17th-18th March 
2008 

Ανάπτυξη και χρήση 
µαθηµατικών µοντέλων για 
την επιλογή συσκευασίας  
τροποποιηµένης 
ατµόσφαιρας νωπών 
φιλέτων ψαριού, 1ο 
Πανελλήνιο Συνέδριο 
Συσκευασίας Τροφίµων και 
Ποτών, Αθήνα 

Experts, 
professionals 

International NTUA 

9th - 10th April 
2008 

Presentation at NSS Annual 
meeting in Trondheim 

Experts, 
professionals 

Norway NSL 

16th April 2008 
INPLISTA workshop, 
Bremerhaven Germany 

Experts, 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

28th May 2008 TV Programm, ZDF Abenteuer 
Wissen 

All Germany IBBH 
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Date Type 
Type of 
audience 

Countries 
addressed  

Partner 
responsible 
/ involved 

May 2008 Fleischwirtschaft, Publication 
Experts, 
professionals 

Germany TTZ 

2nd-3rd June 2008 
3rd International Workshop: 
Cold-Chain-Management, 
Bonn, Germany 

Experts, 
professionals 

International IBBH, NTUA, 
TTZ, FRESH 

9th-11th June 2008 

IV International Symposium on 
Applications of Modelling as an 
Innovative Technology in the 
Agri-Food Chain, Madrid, 
Spain 

Experts, 
professionals 

International NTUA 

1st July 2008 Logistic Expert Meeting  Experts Germany IBBH 

9th July 2008 “Pro-Frische Meeting” Food Expert 
Group Germany IBBH 

22nd July 2008 Abelmann Kundenforum, 
Bremerhaven, Germany 

Consumers Germany ABEL, TTZ 

25th July 2008 Article about charging 
equipment Food industry Germany IBBH 

2008 Article in “Kala & Kauppa” All Finland VTT 

8th August 2008 Radio (WDR5) consumers Germany IBBH 

14th August 2008 
NorFishing, Trondheim, 

Norway 
All Norway NSL 

September 2008 
Article in Belgian magazine 

“Food Industry”  
All Belgium CLITRAVI 

2nd September 

2008 

Training organised by NSL and 

PROKALA 
All Norway NSL, 

PROKALA 

3rd September 

2008 

Training on general meeting 

organized by BVFISCH 
All BVFISCH TTZ, 

BVFISCH 

5th September 
2008  BVDF “Training activities” 

Food 
processing 
companies 

Germany IBBH 

15th September 
2008 

ARD “Morgenmagazin” TV-
reportage consumers Germany TTZ 

15th September 
2008 Pro-Frische Meeting Food Expert 

Group Germany IBBH 

15th Septemer 
2008 Article at SNIV Info 

Food 
processing 
companies 

France SNIV 
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Partner TTZ with the help of all the partners designed the FRESHLABEL website 

(http://www.freshlabel.net), which will be continuously updated during the project and 

will continue dissemination after the project end, given interest by a wider audience 

measured in hits on the FRESHLABEL website. The website contains a video from 

the University of Bonn explaining what TTIs are and showing the practical aspects of 

using them as a traceability tool. The video has proved to be a good dissemination 

tool according to the feedback we have had so far from the website. Furthermore, a 

new TTI video provided by the partner FRESH was included on the website.  

A members area protected by a password has been created and is being used as an 

active tool for distributing documents and information amongst the consortium 

partners. The deliverables and reports generated up to date are already available at 

the members area of the website. The IAGs have carried out email actions targeting 

their association members informing about the website. In addition to the previous 

dissemination measures, a project flyer was created by TTZ will the help of all 

consortium members. The flyer is being used as a general dissemination tool in fairs, 

seminars, conferences and other dissemination activities. The flyers were distributed 

to all the partners in order to ensure an international dissemination of the project. The 

flyer can also be directly downloaded from the project website.  

Furthermore, all FRESHLABEL partner were actively disseminating FRESHLABEL 

on various fairs, exhibitions, workshops, meeting and seminars. A detailed overview 

of all visited fairs and published articles can be found in the deliverable 23 “Final plan 

for exploitation and dissemination” (Annex 21).  

 

2.5.3. Deviation from the project work-programme, a nd corrective actions 

taken/suggested  

Deviations from the work plan of workpackage 5 did not occur. Individual partner 

inputs and resources have been coordinated and allocated in a way that it has been 

possible to fulfil the overall workpackage objectives as well as to suit individual 

partner needs and interest. Thus, for some partners the actual resources deployed 

have deviated slightly from the original planning. Whereas in total, more resources 

have been allocated to this important workpackage than indicated in previous 

estimations. 
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2.5.4. List of Deliverables and Milestones for work package 5 

 
Table 58:  List of Deliverables for workpackage 5 

 
Work  

package 

Del. 

No. 
Deliverable 

Delivery  

date 

6 

D 20 Project website and leaflet July 2006 

D 21 Protocols for the updated application of FRESHLABEL TTIs September 2008 

D 22 Draft plan for exploitation and dissemination November 2006 

D 23 Final plan for exploitation, dissemination and other activities September 2008 

 

Table 59:  List of Milestones for workpackage 5 

Work  
package 

Del. 
No. 

Milestones 
Delivery  

date 

6 M 07 
Training of IAGs and SMEs in the application of FRESHLABEL TTIs during the 
packaging process 

September 2008 
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Section 3 – Consortium Management  
 

Workpackage 6 – Project management 

 

The following table shows the amount of personnel resources planned for this 

workpackage, and the amount used: 

 

Table 60:  Amount of personnel resources of workpackage 6 

Work Package 6: Project Management 

Person-Month Table per Partner 

T
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Used  9,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,7 

Planned  9,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,5 

 

3.1. Consortium management tasks and information on  coordination activities 

 

Task 16 – Project Management 

Administrative Management 

The FRESHLABEL consortium met frequently during the 3 years time. The first 

meeting took place in Bonn, Germany on the 6th-7th October 2005, followed by a 

technical meeting on the 9th May 2006 in Bonn, Germany. The entire consortium met 

again for the 1st year meeting, held on 6th October, 2006, at the facilities of the 

National Technical University of Athens, Athens, Greece. The 2nd technical meeting 

was held Frankfurt, Germany on the 26th April 2007. The host of the 2nd year meeting 

was VTT in Espo, Finland on the 11th - 12th October 2007. The meeting took place in 

an informal location for optimal team building. Pictures of the meeting can be seen in 

the following figure (Figure 119).  
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Figure 119:  Pictures of 2nd year meeting 

At the 3rd technical meeting in Frankfurt, Germany on the 30th January 2008 nearly 

the whole consortium met again. The final meeting of the FRESHLABEL project took 

place in Bremerhaven, Germany on the 8th-9th September 2008.  
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Figure 120:  Pictures of 3rd year meeting 

Minutes of all meetings held during the 3 years project can be found in the Annex 

(Annex 22-28). 
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Beside these scheduled meetings, diverse additional meetings were organised 

amongst the partners of the same country in order to structure the development of 

the project activities. The communications between the coordinator and the partners 

has been fluent and did not show any difficulty, although the number of the partners 

in the consortium is rather high.  

 

Many times during the reporting period, information about the work to be performed, 

work effort foreseen for each contractor involved and time schedule (deadlines) were 

supplied to all the consortium members by means of emails by the coordinator, who 

controlled the work and collected the work material needed for the foreseen 

Deliverables. All other information was distributed amongst the partners by means of 

systems such as email, fax, post and telephone. 

 

Scientific Management 

TTZ as the partner responsible for the scientific management within the project took 

care that the tasks of all workpackages were carried out fulfilling the scientific goals 

of the project.  
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Section 4 – Other issues  

 

4.1. Overall contribution of the IAGs, SMEs and RTD s 

In this section of the Final Activity Report the overall contribution of the IAGs, SMEs 

and RTDs performers is described. Following, the contribution, according to the 

division above mentioned is reported:  

 

Industrial Associations/Groupings: 

The IAGs participated both in the research phase and in the training and 

dissemination phase of FRESHLABEL. During the research phase they cooperated 

with the RTDs for the compilation of information (requirements for TTIs, legislation, 

end users’ needs) and for the application, optimisation and evaluation of the TTIs. 

The IAGs were also responsible partners for the dissemination of the results of the 

project. They contacted their members in order to spread the TTIs for application on 

the respective meat and fish products. They developed the training material and 

brochures and organized workshops for their members.  

 

RTD performers: 

The RTDs compiled all the necessary information on technology, national and 

regional infrastructure performed the case studies and established in cooperation 

with the IAGs the requirements for the TTIs. With their experience in the field of cold 

chain management, the RTDs conducted the product characterisation and TTI 

evaluation and optimisation. Together with the IAGs they produced the support 

materials and trained the SMEs in the implementation of the TTIs in the different 

packaging processes. 

 

SME core group:  

The core SMEs in the consortium can be divided in two groups: the provider of 

technology FRESH as well as SMEs from different branches of the European meat 

and fish industry. They played different roles in FRESHLABEL: 

- The SME provider of technology (FRESH) provided TTIs and associated 

equipment to the RTDs in order to make it possible to perform the necessary 

case studies. They also evaluated the planned test studies to be carried out by 

the RTDs and provided the necessary feedback so that a close match with 
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their needs was achieved. The patented TTIs of FRESH were developed, 

optimised and produced according to the data obtained within the 

FRESHLABEL project.  

- The TTI applying SMEs (ABEL, SAFU, WINDAU, SOMAFER, KUOPION, 

CEFRICO, INTER and REMO) involved in the consortium of FRESHLABEL 

are producing various kinds of fresh, chilled meat and fish products. They 

cooperated with the RTDs during the compilation and analysis of information 

in order to provide a definition of requirements for the FRESHLABEL TTIs. 

They carried out application trials within their packaging processes and 

participated actively in the dissemination phase by informing their customers 

about the developed TTIs.   

 

All Deliverables of the project are available to all Consortium partners, SMEs 

included. At all time it has been possible (and still is) to get information about the 

work carried out: results of the already developed tasks, etc. 
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Annex 1: Questionnaire Industry  

Annex 2: Deliverable 1 

Annex 3: Questionnaire Consumer 

Annex 4: Deliverable 2 

Annex 5: Deliverable 3  

Annex 6: Deliverable 4 

Annex 7: Deliverable 5 

Annex 8: Deliverable 6 

Annex 9: Deliverable 7 

Annex 10: Deliverable 8  

Annex 11: Deliverable 9 

Annex 12: Deliverable 10  

Annex 13: Deliverable 11 & 12 

Annex 14: Deliverable 13  

Annex 15: Deliverable 14 

Annex 16: Deliverable 15 

Annex 17: Deliverable 16 

Annex 18: Deliverable 17 

Annex 19: Deliverable 18 & 19 

Annex 20: Deliverable 21 

Annex 21: Deliverable 23 

Annex 22: Minutes of Kick-off Meeting 

Annex 23: Minutes of 1 st Technical Meeting 

Annex 24: Minutes of 1 st Year Meeting 

Annex 25: Minutes of 2 nd Technical Meeting 

Annex 26: Minutes of 2 nd Year Meeting 

Annex 27: Minutes of 3 rd Technical Meeting 

Annex 28: Minutes of Final Meeting 

 


